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Preface

T

he Mekong Symposium on Migration provided a unique forum for policymakers,
UN/IGO representatives, representatives of migrant support groups and migrants
themselves to have an open dialogue on issues normally seen as sensitive. Issues
such as those related to arrest, detention, deportation, return, reintegration and the health
issues around them.
These proceedings provide summaries of presentations by resource persons, summaries
of discussions during the open forums, summaries of workshop discussions and a synthesis
of recommendations put forward by the participants. Included in the appendices are
PowerPoint slides from the presentations by resource persons. Please note that the summaries
of the presentations whose original slides were unavailable for print are elaborated upon
in greater depth.
For the summaries of the open forums, only the names of the participants who
identified themselves when making comments are specified and others are referred to as
“participant.”
Following the symposium, the Mekong Migration Network conducted collaborative
research on the issues on arrest, detention and deportation of migrants in Mekong. The
findings of the research will be published in the third edition of Migration in the Greater
Mekong Subregion: Resource Book towards the end of 2007. Please contact the MMN
secretariat at info@mekongmigration.org should you have any inquiries about MMN
publications.
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Introduction

T

he Mekong Migration Network (MMN), stemmed out of a loose network of the research
partners for a 2001-2002 collaborative research project funded by the Rockefeller
Foundation and OXFAM-Hong Kong, was officially formed in October 2003 and
expanded the areas of its joint action to research and publication, advocacy, capacity building
and networking. During the launching, some core issues for the MMN to take up in the
subsequent years were identified. Following the conception of the MMN plan of action, the
MMN Steering Committee (SC) agreed in early 2004 to conduct research on issues related to
arrest, detention, deportation, return and reintegration of migrants in Mekong. It had been a
concern of many migrant advocates in the region that migrants in Mekong, particularly those
who are undocumented, are subject to arrest, detention and deportation and that the migrants’
fear had a serious impact on their mental and physical well-being. Though Thailand, the major
magnet of migrants in the sub-region, implemented a policy of allowing migrants to register,
migrants who opted to do so were not necessarily free from the risk of being arrested for failing
to comply with restrictive condition of stay. Migrants returning to their home countries, either
voluntarily or as a result of deportation, faced a number of challenges upon arrival.
As the information available concerning these issues was limited, the MMN SC suggested
to hold a symposium inviting policy makers and representatives of IGOs, NGOs and
migrants’grassroots organisations to discuss the related issues in preparation for the MMN
collaborative research that was to be carried out in 2005-6.
The symposium entitled “Protecting Migrants’ Rights When They Leave the Host Country”
was then held 30 September – 2 October 2004 with the following objectives in mind:
1) To jointly discuss the issues, challenges and responses related to the “exit process” in the
context of international human rights principles among policy-makers, among advocates,
and among policy makers and advocates across the sub-region.
2) To broaden and deepen the understanding of the “exit process”, especially regarding MOUs
and registration policies from both receiving and sending countries’ perspectives.
Around 100 participants ranging from policy-makers and representatives of IGOs to
advocates from migrant support NGOs and migrant grassroots organisations participated in the
symposium and actively shared their information and perspectives throughout the three-day
program.
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Mekong Migration Network
(member list as of September 2007)

CAMBODIA
l Cambodian Women for Peace and Development
(CWPD)*
l Cambodia Human Rights and Development Association
(ADHOC)
l Cambodian Human Rights Task Force
l Cambodia Labour Organisation (CLO)
l Cambodian Women’s Crisis Center (CWCC)
l Coordination of Action Research on AIDS and Mobility
(CARAM)-Cambodia
l KHEMARA
l Khmer Kampuchea Krom Human Rights Organization
(KKKHRO)
l Legal Support for Children & Women (LSCW)
l Overseas Vietnamese Association
l Program for Appropriate Technology in Health (PATH)
– Cambodia
l Women and Youth Action
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Communities
l Yunnan Floating Population
l Yunnan Reproductive Health Research Association
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l Faculty of Social Sciences, National University of Laos*
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Burma/Myanmar
l The National Council of YMCAs of Myanmar *
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THAILAND
l Migrant Assistance Program (MAP)*
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l Action Network for Migrants in Thailand (ANM)*
l Asian Research Center for Migration (ARCM),
Chulalongkorn University
l National Catholic Commission on Migration
l EMPOWER-Chiang Mai Center
l EMPOWER-Mae Sai Center
l Federation of Trade Unions - Burma (FTUB)
l Foundation For Women
l Institute for Population and Social Research (IPSR),
Mahidol University
l Maryknoll Thailand - Office for Migrants at Immigration
Detention Center in Bangkok
l Mekong Subregional Program-Christian Conference of
Asia (MSP-CCA)
l Program for Appropriate Technology in Health (PATH)
- Thailand
l Shan Women’s Action Network (SWAN)
VIETNAM
l Center of Research and Consultancy for Development
(CRCD), Southern Institute of Social Sciences*
l Education & Psychology Association -Ho Chi Minh City
l Social Work and Community Development Center
l Social Work & Community Development Unit
l Sunflower Vocational Training Unit
REGIONAL
l Asian Migrant Centre (AMC)*
___________________________________
*Members of the MMN Steering Committee
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Symposium Program
Thursday, 30 September 2004
8:30-9:00 ...................Registration
9:00-9:20 ...................Welcome message
-Mr. Hans Beckers and Ms. Pranom Somwong, on behalf of organisers
-Ms. Katherine Bond, The Rockefeller Foundation
9:20-9:40 ...................Introduction
9:40-10:20 .................Presentation
a) “Overview of Migration in the Mekong Sub-region”
Ms. Jackie Pollock, on behalf of Mekong Migration Network
b) “Framework on Migrants’ Human Rights”
Ms. Christina DeFalco, Asian Migrant Centre
10:20-10:30 ...............Tea Break
10:30-12:00 ...............Plenary 1
Managing Migration: How Does It Protect Migrants’ Rights?
Moderator: Mr. Richard Kaing & Ms. Chaw Ohmar Ei Ei
Panel:
a) “The Managed Migration Approach: Framework and Principles”
Mr. Hans Beckers, International Organization of Migration
b) “Protecting Migrant Workers: The MOU Scorecard”
Ms. Thetis Mangahas, Mekong Project to Combat Trafficking in Children
and Women, International Labour Organization
Open Forum
12:00-13:00 ...............Lunch
13:00-15:45 ...............Plenary 1 (contd.) on Managing Migration in the Mekong Sub-region
c) “Managing Migration in Thailand: Registration and MOUs”
Mr. Nara Ratanarut, Director of Illegal Migrant Workers Division,
Ministry of Labour, Thailand
d) “Managing Migration from a Sending Country’s Perspective”
Mr. Bounkham Sihalath, Deputy Chief of Employment Promotion Division,
Department of Labour, Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, Lao PDR
e) “ Implication of MOU for Cambodian Migrants”
Mr. Seng Sakda, Director of Employment and Manpower Department,
Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training, Cambodia
Open Forum
16:00-16:15 ...............Tea break
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16:15-18:00 ...............Plenary 2
How Migration Policies (including Arrest & Deportation) are Affected
by Economic & Security Consideration in the Host Country
Moderator: Ms. Chou Bun Eng
Panel:
a) “The Political Economy of Migration to Thailand”
Ms. Alison Vicary, Macquarie University, Australia
b) “How Economic and Security Concerns Lead to Expulsion of Migrants:
Some Asian Examples”
Mr. William Gois, Migrant Forum in Asia
Open Forum
18:30-20:00 ...............Welcome Dinner
Friday, 1 October 2004
8:30-9:00 ...................Recap
9:00-10:15 .................Plenary 3
Health Issues When Migrants Leave their Host Country
Moderator: Mr. Promboon Panitchpakdi
Panel:
a) “Providing Sustainable Health Care”
Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public Health, Thailand
b) “Health and Return: Migrants’ Perspectives”
Mr. Pawka Wansai, Migrant Health Worker
Open Forum
10:15-10:30 ...............Tea Break
10:30-12:00 ...............c) “Health Issues Faced by Migrants on Return”
Ms. Chou Bun Eng, Cambodian Women for Peace and Development
c) “Health Concerns, Needs & Services for Migrants: Strategies and Partnerships”
Mr. Greg Irving, International Organization for Migration
Open Forum
12:00-13:00 ...............Lunch
13:00-15:30 ...............Plenary 4
Arrest, Detention, Deportation
Moderator: Mr. Rex Varona
Speakers:
d) “Arrest, Detention and Deportation: The Situation and its Challenges”
Mr. Wirat Yonpat, Police Captain, Department of Immigration, Thailand
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e) “Screening for Trafficking Victims”
Mr. Phil Robertson, United Nations Inter-Agency Project on Human Trafficking
Open Forum
f) “Screening for Persons of Concern”
Ms. Stephanie Shanler, UN High Commissioner for Refugees
g) “Social and Health Issues in the Deportation Process”
Ms. Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation
Open Forum
15:30-15:45 ...............Tea Break
15:45-16:45 ...............h) “Repatriation Procedure and Services Provided for Deported Laotian Migrants”
Mr. Khamsing Phommany, Chief of Children Assistance Section, Department
of Social Welfare, Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, Lao PDR
f) “Voluntary Return of Migrants: An Alternative to Prevent Arrest, Detention
and Deportation:”
Mr. Hans Beckers, International Organization for Migration
Open Forum
16:45-18:00 ...............Workshop 1 on Plenary 3 & 4: Identify Issues & Challenges
Facilitators:
G1 (TH-LA): Mr. Adisorn Kerdmongkol
G2 (TH-CM): Ms. Samith Hou
G3 (TH-B/M): Ms. Alison Vicary
G4 (VN-CM): Ms. Mony Tep / Ms. Le Thi My Hien
G5 (CH-VN-B/M): Mr. Saw Shwe Lin
18:30 .........................Dinner

2 October, Saturday
8:40-9:00 ...................Recap
9:00-10:00 .................Group Reporting from the Workshop 1
10:00-11:00 ...............Plenary 5 Social and Economic Needs of Migrants When They Leave the
Host Country Back to Their Country of Origin
Moderator: Ms. Jackie Pollock
Speakers:
a) “Returnee Reintegration: Regional Strategy”
Ms. Lee-Nah Hsu, UNDP-SEAHIV
b) “Reintegration of Returning Migrants”
Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision, Myanmar
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c) “Reintegration of Returning Women and Girls in the Lao PDR”
Ms. Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy, Lao Women’s Union
Open Forum
11:00-11:15...........................Tea Break
11:15-12:30...........................d) “Social and Economic Situation of Returning Migrants”
Mr. Mok Kanel, Deputy Governor of Prey Veng Province (Cambodia)
e) “Migrant Saving and Alternative Investment”
Mr. Rex Varona, Asian Migrant Centre
Open Forum
12:30-13:30 ...............Lunch
13:30-14:45 ...............Workshop 2 on Plenary 5: Identify Issues & Challenges
Facilitators:
G1 (TH-LA): Mr. Adisorn Kerdmongkol
G2 (TH-CM): Ms. Chou Bun Eng
G3 (TH-B/M): Mr. Richard Khaing
G4 (VN-CM): Ms. Huynh Tuyet Thi Ngoc
G5 (CH-VN-B/M): Ms. Hanjialing & Ms. Le thi My Huong
14:45-15:45 ...............Group reporting
Facilitator:
Ms. Jackie Pollock
15:45-16:00 ...............Tea break
16:00-17:45 ...............Synthesis & Consensus on Key Issues and recommendations
(to Address All the Issues Discussed during the Symposium)
Facilitators:
Mr. Rex Varona and Ms. Jackie Pollock
17:45-18:00 ...............Closing remarks, Ms. Chou Bun Eng & Mr. Adisorn Kerdmongkol,
on behalf of organisers
18:30 .........................Dinner
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List of Participating Organisations
Government

CARE International
Cambodian Women Crisis Centre (CWCC)
l Legal Support for Children and Women (LSCW)
l Cambodian Human Rights Task Force (CHRTF)
l CARAM-Cambodia
l Program for Appropriate technology in Health
(PATH)-Cambodia
l Cambodian Human Rights and Development
Association
l Women and Youth Action
l KHEMARA
l
l

Cambodia
l Department of Employment and Manpower,
Ministry of Labour
l Bureau Chief of International Private Law,
a member of Inter-Ministerial Committee on
MOU Enforcement
l Deputy Governor of Prey Veng Province
China
l Wenshan Women Federation
Lao PDR
l Ministry of Foreign Affairs
l Department of Social Welfare, Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare
l Department of Labor, Ministry of Labour and
Social Welfare
Thailand
l Ministry of Public Health
l Office of Foreign Workers Administration,
Ministry of Labor
l Immigration Department
NGOs, CBOs, IGOs, Mass Organisations, Academic
Institutes
Burma
l World Vision-Myanmar
l Student Christian Movement
l YMCA-Myanmar
Cambodia
l Cambodian Women for Peace and Development
(CWPD)
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China
l Migrant Workers Education and Training Centre,
Beijing
l Society of Strengthening Capability of Women
and Communities, Yunnan
l Yunnan Floating Population
l Yunnan Reproductive Health Research Association
l Ruili Women and Children Centre
l Institute of Contemporary Observation (ICO)
Lao PDR
l Lao Women Union
l Faculty of Social Sciences, National University
of Laos
Thailand
l Action Network for Migrants (ANM)
l MAP Foundation
l Program for Appropriate Technology in Health
(PATH)-Thailand
l Thai Action Committee for Democracy in Burma
(TACDB)
l Pattanarak Foundation
l Raks Thai Foundation
l Foundation For Women
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World Vision-Thailand
Shan Women Action Network (SWAN)
l Ministry to Thai Workers Overseas-Catholic
Commission for Migrant Prisoners
l National Catholic Commission
l Maryknoll Thailand
l Young Chi Oo Association
l Friends of Women Foundation
l EMPOWER- Mae Sai
l EMPOWER - Chiang Mai
l EMPOWER – Bangkok
l Christian Conference in Asia (CCA)
- Mekong Sub-Regional Program
l Institute for Population and Social Research,
Mahidol University
l Asian Research Center for Migration,
Chulalongkorn University
l Federation of Trade Unions-Burma (FTUB)
l Center for AIDS Rights (CAR)
l International Organization for Migration (IOM)
l UN-Inter-Agency Project on Human Trafficking (
UNIAP)
l UNDP-South East Asia HIV and Development Project
l International Labour Organization-IPEC
l UN High Commissioner for Refugees (HCR), Regional
Office for Thailand
l
l
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l

UN Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) East
and Southeast Asia Regional Office

Vietnam
l Southern Institute of Social Sciences
l Social work & Community Development Unit
l Sunflower Vocational Training Unit
l Social Work and Community Development Center
l Education Psychology Union-Ho Chi Minh City
l Saigon Children’s Charity
Australia
l Macquarie University
Philippines
l Migrant Forum in Asia (MFA)
Donor
l The Rockefeller Foundation-South-East Asia
Regional Programme
Secretariat
l Asian Migrant Centre
l MAP Foundation
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The Summaries of Presentations
and Open Forum

This section provides summaries of the key points raised by the resource persons in
their presentations during the plenary meetings. Where the original presentation files
were not placed on file with the symposium organiser, the summaries are presented in
greater depth than those whose presentation files that were made available. For ease of
reference these are included in the appendix of these proceedings.
Summaries of the question and answer sessions that followed the presentations
and general comments made by participants during the open forum are also included
in this section. Where participants identified themselves before speaking, their name
and or organisation are stated. For the purpose of these summaries, those who did not
introduce themselves are referred to simply as “participant”.
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Plenary 1

Managing Migration: How Does It Protect Migrants’ Rights?
Moderators: Mr. Richard Kaing, YMCA-Myanmar/MMN
and Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohmar, World Vision-Myanmar/MMN
region” was presented by Ms.
Jackie Pollock on behalf of
the MMN; and the second
entitled, a “Framework on
Migrants’ Human Rights” was
presented by Ms. Christina
DeFalco of the AMC.
The First Plenary focused
on the theme of managed
migration and how it protects
migrants’ rights. There were
five presenters. The first
two presenters spoke on the
theme of managing migration
from the perspectives of the
respective intergovernmental
organisations (IOM and
ILO), while the third, fourth
and fifth presenters spoke
(From left) Ms. Katherine Bond, Mr. Hans Beckers and Ms. Pranom Somwong give a welcome message.
from the perspectives of the
sending and receiving countries, respectively
he 2004 Mekong Symposium on
Thailand, Lao PDR and Cambodia.
Migration began with a welcome message
on behalf of the organisers, Mr. Hans
Presentations
Beckers of the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) and Ms. Pranom Somwong of
the Mekong Migration Network (MMN). Ms.
The Managed Migration Approach:
Katherine Bond of The Rockefeller Foundation
Framework and Principles
also gave a message referring to the foundation’s
Mr. Hans Beckers, International
support for MMN’s initiatives such as this
Organization for Migration (IOM)
symposium. Ms. Reiko Harima of the Asian
Migrant Centre (AMC) briefly provided some
Mr. Hans Beckers addressed topics ranging from
background information relating to the MMN
what was meant by “managed migration”, the
and this symposium.
current situation in Southeast Asia with regard
These messages were followed by two
to migration, its management and ideas for a
introductory presentations. The first, an
comprehensive approach to the situation.
“Overview of Migration in the Mekong SubIn order to understand what “migration

T
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management” actually means, Mr. Beckers stated
that at this point there is neither an internationally
recognised definition nor any comprehensive
approach to managing migration in the Mekong
Region. He stated that presently there are several
definitions of the term “migration management”
and that different organisations use the term in
a variety of ways. In addition, there are many
institutions involved in migration issues and
related activities and that there is a variety of
legislation and decrees regulating different parts
of migrants’ lives. Moreover, migrants can be
classified into different categories, including
being given “irregular” or “undocumented”
status. Undocumented migrants are subject
to criminally abusive activities and thus such
migration patterns need to be managed and
regulated.
In presenting the IOM’s definition of
managing migration, Mr. Beckers stated
that generally speaking, it is an overarching
term referring to the range of measures
needed to effectively address migration
issues at the national, regional and global
levels. It encompasses policy, legislation
and administration related to migration and
contributes to good governance. The IOM’s
concept of migration management relates to the
shaping of clear and comprehensive policies,
laws and administrative arrangements to ensure
that population movements occur to the mutual
benefit of migrants, society and governments.
Mr. Beckers argued that migration
management benefits migrants as it strengthens
migrants’ rights, creates transparency for
all concerned and shifts the situation from
discretion to the “rule of law” and good
governance. In addition, he proposed that
effective management would increase overall
resources and improve coordination amongst
government agencies, which in turn positively
affects every aspect of migrants’ lives.
Lastly, Mr. Beckers explained the current
migration management situation in the Mekong
sub-region. He stated the migration in the region
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

is strongly influenced by the fact that Thailand
creates 91% of regional GDP, thus creating
strong push and pull factors which reflect
ongoing and past political and ethnic internal
conflict. Furthermore, the sub-region suffers
from segregated management and regulatory
frameworks with little or no across the board
exchange and cooperation. Therefore he argues
that all aspects of migration management must
be both “comprehensive and cooperative”,
definitions which he elaborated on in the course
of the presentation.
*See appendix 1 for Mr. Beckers’ PowerPoint
presentation.

Protecting Migrant Workers: The
Memoranda of Understanding Scorecard
Ms. Thetis Mangahas of the International
Labour Organization, Mekong Project to
Combat Trafficking in Children and Women
Ms. Mangahas’ presentation looked at the effects
of the bilateral Memoranda of Understanding
(MOUs) on Employment Cooperation between
Thailand and Cambodia, Thailand and Lao
PDR and Thailand and Myanmar. She discussed
their respective successes, drawbacks and
possibilities for the future. She focused on
the goals of the MOUs in relation to workers’
rights. She highlighted goals including insuring
that legislation and policy are anchored to
applicable international human rights standards,
as well as the strengthening of recruitment
and placement procedures. Included was the
need to afford special protection to the most
vulnerable, notably women and children and
to seek assurance regarding the application
of minimum labour standards. Additionally
relevant to the goals of the MOUs are social
dialogue and social services. The importance
of social dialogue focused on organisation,
mobilisation and representation while important
social services include access to justice,
11

education and healthcare.
Development goals linked to the MOUs were
also analysed from the perspectives of migrant
source and destination countries. The source
communities and countries should address
the root causes of poverty, inequalities and
discrimination, ensure workers are covered by
national labour laws and encourage the return
of migrants to their home countries with safe
transfer of technology and capital assured. She
encouraged destination countries to recognise
migrant workers’ skills and their contributions,
to provide regular avenues for their movement
and to establish measures to reduce costs
of remittances to workers’ home states. In
addition, the needs of the labour market and
the demographic trends of national economies
should be taken into consideration.
In critically assessing the MOUs, Ms.
Mangahas suggested that one should look into
how comprehensive, efficient, effective or
realistic they are: whether or not the MOUs
are efficiently responding to migrants’ needs
and aspirations; whether or not objective and
information is readily attainable and widely
distributed; and how the workers’ personal
options have been expanded. She also pointed
out that the reduction of bureaucracy and the
promotion of transparent and fair charges were
crucial. It was argued that destination countries
have the responsibility of strengthening the
MOUs by striking a balance between economic
and security interests, promotion of incentives
for legalisation and strengthened programs of
outreach and monitoring. She mentioned that
it might also serve as a mechanism to sanction
irresponsible behaviour and adjust to the market
and employers’ needs.
Ms. Mangahas emphasised the importance of
coordination at different levels in administrating
the MOUs. The national, provincial, district
and village levels are equally relevant, each
providing mechanisms to define a common
agenda, strengthen the general knowledge base
and to build capacity further enabling each to
12

access impacts, effects and gauge success.
It was stressed that participation is a
vital element in bringing success to the
implementation of the MOUs because it
allows the voices of those most affected to be
recognised and helps to make key stakeholders
accountable. All of those involved including
the UN and international NGOs (INGOs),
employers, governments and most importantly
workers have a responsibility to participate in
further empowering the MOUs.
She noted that in addition to the MOUs on
Employment Cooperation, the bilateral MOU
on Trafficking between Thai-Cambodia has
been signed and the Thai-Lao PDR equivalent
is currently in the drafting phase.
Ms. Mangahas concluded that despite the
positive steps that have been made, there was
concern over the limitations of the MOUs such
as limitations on financial resources, weak links
in operations, inadequate capacity and minimal
protection of returning migrants’ rights.
However, she believes that the opportunities
that lie ahead are important and that these
processes and agreements are owned and given
greater value by those involved. The dialogue
and recognition of shared responsibilities
are an important first step towards regional
cooperation and collaboration.
*See appendix 2 for Ms. Mangahas’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Managing Migration in Thailand:
Registration and MOUs
Mr. Nara Ratanarut, Director, Illegal
Migrant Workers Division, Ministry of
Labour, Thailand
Mr. Ratanarut’s presentation focused on the
causes and problems of migration in Thailand,
its policies towards managing migration and
a summary of the rights and benefits migrant
workers are entitled to.
MEKONG MIGRATION NETWORK

Mr. Nara Ratanarut and Mr. Bounkham Sihalath.

Mr. Ratanarut quoted the Bangkok
Declaration
stating
that
international
migration, particularly irregular migration, has
increasingly become a major economic, social,
humanitarian, political and security concern
for a number of countries in the Asia-Pacific
region.
A list of problems and challenges in relation
to migration were then presented. Firstly,
there is the problem of protecting migrants
from violations of their human rights and
from exploitation in receiving countries. This
is especially relevant to the position of female
migrant workers. Secondly there are security
concerns in receiving countries. Thirdly, the
unfair competition and the undue advantage
of enterprises that employ irregular workers
were pointed out as problematic. The final
point raised was related to the political and
diplomatic problem and tensions that can arise
between sending and receiving countries.
Mr. Ratanarut stated that following the
Cabinet Decision on irregular migrants issued
on 2 March 2004, Thailand will implement its
policies in relation to the management of migrant
workers in two phases. During Phase 1, the
government plans to implement the following:
complete a census of registered migrant
workers; conduct a census of all employers
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

who employ irregular workers; prioritise the
recruitment of Thai labour to available job
vacancies; consider providing work permits
for irregular workers who have not yet been
registered; administer medical check ups; and
implement a health insurance program. During
Phase 2, the following elements of the MOUs
signed with Myanmar, Lao PDR, and Cambodia
will be implemented: legalise irregular migrant
workers’ status; consider prosecuting employers
who bring migrant workers at a levy fee; and
issue daily working visas.
To demonstrate the various rights and
benefits regular and irregular workers are
entitled to, Mr. Ratanarut presented several
statistical charts and graphs. These showed that
there were striking differences between the
situation of regular and irregular workers.
*See appendix 3 for Mr. Ratanarut’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Managing Migration from a Sending
Country’s Perspective
Mr. Bounkham Sihalath, Deputy Chief
of Employment Promotion Division,
Department of Labour, Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare, Lao PDR
Mr.
Silhalath’s
presentation
provided
background information and statistics on
migration to and from Lao PDR. He explained
the conceptual framework regarding migration
from a sending country’s perspective. From
this framework the study was broken down into
two models; focusing on reasons for migration
and analysing employment status.
*See appendix 4 for Mr. Bounkham
Sihalath’s Power Point presentation.
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Delegates from Cambodian Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training.

Implications of the MOU
for Cambodian Migrants
Mr. Seng Sakda, Director of Employment and
Manpower Department, Ministry of Labour
and Vocational Training, Cambodia
Mr. Sakda’s presentation began with details and
information on the MOUs signed by Cambodia
and specifically focused on the effects and
impacts of these MOUs on Cambodia. He
provided a general picture of the MOUs
from a sending country’s perspective and the
mechanisms of migration management in
Cambodia under the MOU framework.
As an introduction, Mr. Sakda explained
that the MOU between the government of the
Kingdom of Cambodia and the government of
Thailand regarding Cooperation in Employment
of Workers was officially signed on 31 May
2003. The main purpose of this MOU was to
improve the relationship, understanding and
cooperation based on mutual benefit and to
prevent illegal labour migration and human
trafficking. After signing the MOU, the
Ministry of Labour of Cambodia organised
and participated in meetings and workshops
14

to facilitate further collaboration on migrant
issues.
The first of this series of meetings was
the First Senior Officials’ Meeting held on
15-16 December 2004 in Bangkok, Thailand.
The purpose of this meeting was to exchange
information concerning the implementation
of the MOU and to respond to the problems
surrounding Cambodian illegal migrants
in Thailand. Working groups and an interministerial committee pertaining to illegal
Cambodian workers in Thailand were
subsequently formed.
On 24-25 June 2004 Cambodia hosted the
National Workshop on the MOU in Phnom
Pehn. The purpose of this workshop was
to improve awareness of the MOU and to
identify its strengths and weaknesses in order
to strategise how it may be most effectively
implemented. Mr. Sakda reviewed the
recommendations made at these workshops
including mechanisms to control workers
before they go abroad, protection and dispute
resolution. Other recommendations included
changes and additions to the current structure of
labour migration management and the creation
of a labour office/attaché in Thailand.
Mr. Sakda also explained that the Department
of Employment and Manpower planned to
conduct two additional regional workshops for
particular provinces along the Thai border by
the end of 2004. These workshops would be
supported by the ILO-IPEC and the IOM.
He reported that the Ministry of Labour
has received permission from the Royal
Government of Cambodia to recognise three
companies to assist Cambodian workers to
register and find work in Thailand.
Lastly, Mr. Sakda formally thanked the
Ministry of Labour of Thailand for cooperating
and facilitating the registration of Cambodian
workers in Thailand.
*See appendix 5 for Mr. Sakda’s PowerPoint
presentation.
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Open Forum
Below is a summary of the discussions that
followed between the various participants,
including migrant workers, government
representatives and migrants’ rights advocates.
During the discussion on remittances
and banking structure, Mr. Seng Sakda, the
Representative from the Cambodian Ministry
of Labour, noted that remittances from migrant
workers reach the villages, family and society
of the source communities. A representative
from Lao PDR pointed out that only 55% of
migrants surveyed sent remittances and posed
the questions whether or not migrants were
travelling with their families and therefore did
not have to send money back to Laos, or was
it that they were not in fact earning enough to
send home. It was also noted that it appeared
that female migrants were earning much more
than their male counterparts. For this reason it
appeared that families preferred to send female
rather than male family members abroad. Also
it was noted that for those coming from the
urban areas, more remittances were received.
The question then was raised regarding
how the income from the migration process

‘‘

We have to use the MOU on trafficking
to solve the problems (of exploitation of
Laotian migrant workers).

’’

– Bounkham Sihalath, Ministry of Labour
and Social Welfare, Lao PDR

‘‘

An MOU cannot be used to guarantee
the rights of these workers.

’’

– Foundation For Women
can be maximised and whether there exists a
banking infrastructure in Laos that is capable
of recording remittances. In the case of Burma,
Ms. Alison Vicary noted that the Hundi system,
an informal remittance system facilitated by
the mobile phone network, is benefiting people
in certain regions of Burma. Responding to a
question from a participant regarding access
to the banking system in Thailand by migrant
workers, Mr. Nara Ratanarut, the Representative
from the Thai Ministry of Labour, responded
that a system would soon be in place in order to
facilitate this. Referring to a need for a formal
banking system, Ms. Alison agreed that there

Over 100 participants representing governments, IGOs, NGOs and migrant grassroots organisations attended the Symposium.
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‘‘

Prime Minister Taksin came up with
an idea to build an “economic dam” to
prevent workers coming to Thailand. This
idea includes a policy to develop twin
model towns in Sawannakhet province in
Laos and Mukdahan in Thailand, where
many young workers will come and
work..... The Thai governor will inform
the demand of workers and the Laotian
governor will send the workers.

’’

– Nara Ratanarut, Ministry of Labour, Thailand

‘‘

For Cambodia, officially we have
never had immigrants to Thailand.

’’

– Seng Sakda, Cambodian Ministry of Labour

‘‘

Migrant workers can not sleep
as the 3,800 baht required for
registration is expensive.

’’

– A migrant representative

is such a need at the national level;
however, she remarked that a whole
range of institutional restructuring
is needed to facilitate the banking
system in Burma.
There was much discussion on
the issues faced by migrant seafarers.
A participant remarked on the
dangerous working condition faced
by the Cambodian migrant seafarers
in Thailand and that many of them
disappear or are killed at sea. The
participant enquired about the two
governments’ current efforts to tackle
this issue. Mr. Nara Ratanarut noted
that the problem is a difficult one
to tackle because the Navy, which Ms. Thetis Mangahas of the ILO comments on the MOUs.
is responsible for the protection of
seafarers, has limited resources and equipment
detailed data on this problem but noted that the
and cannot monitor the problem outside Thai
Cambodian government is aware of the related
issues. He said he hopes to solve the problem
waters. He commented that he was aware of
through the implementation of the MOU with
the common employer practices of not keeping
records of their workers and using various
the Thai government.
tactics to kidnap and retain workers. He
Issues concerning young Laotian migrant
noted that the problem is one of international
workers were also raised. A representative from
maritime law, and is not a labour issue per se.
the Foundation For Women (FFW) reported that
Mr. Seng Sakda from the Cambodian Ministry
the Laotian girls who come to work in Thailand
of Labour remarked that he could not provide
are very young, some of whom are possibly as
16
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‘‘

As far as we know, the Burmese
migrants do not dare to go to the
Burmese embassy. They are afraid, as
they deliberately have not been given
documentation in the past. I wonder
whether there is an alternative plan
if the MOU cannot be put into place
with Burma.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University

young as 12-13 years old; they work in very
exploitative conditions; often with only 2-3
hours rest per day. The FFW has encountered
a very shocking case where a girl who was
deceived by her broker and was forced to work
as a domestic worker, was then beaten by her
employer. They found her when she was at the
immigration detention center and tried to provide
her with medical treatment but unfortunately
she died in hospital. She asked the question
of what can be done to prevent tragedies like
this from occurring. Mr. Bounkham Sihalath,
the representatives from the Lao PDR Ministry
of Labour, responded that these problems must
be solved through the implementation of the
MOU on trafficking. Mr. Kamsing noted that
they hope to have a Thailand-Lao PDR bilateral
MOU on Trafficking by the end of 2004 and
that they have worked with international nongovernmental organisations to raise awareness

‘‘

Even if Thailand showed no significant
economic growth over the next 50 years
and if Burma matched Thailand’s economic
growth over the previous 20 years, they
would not be anywhere near the GDP per
head that exists in Thailand.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University
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‘‘

The Ministry of Public Health
also complains about the 30 baht
schemes, saying that they do
not have enough of a budget to
implement the scheme. I hope the
new national budget plans to cover
the budget for hospitals.

’’

– Nara Ratanarut, Ministry of Labour, Thailand

amongst young people and to conduct a
repatriation program for female workers.
Referring to the push and pull factors
of migration in the sub-region, Mr. Nara
Ratanarut reported that the Thai government
considers lack of employment and educational
opportunities in other Mekong countries to be
major push factors. He predicted that so long as
these economic disparities persist the volume
of migrants will continue to increase. Mr. Nara
Ratanarut referred to the “economic dam”
strategy of the Thaksin administration which
includes a policy by which the labour force is
supplied directly between “twin model towns”
according to a quota specified by Thai governors.
Ms. Alison Vicary shared her research team’s
findings that economic divergence and income
differentials across the region are not going
to disappear in the next century; therefore,
suggested that policy-making process cannot
be based on economic explanations only.
There were a number of comments regarding
Burma. Ms. Alison Vicary commented on the
lack of consular assistance provided to Burmese
nationals working abroad. Regarding the
Burmese stateless children in Thailand, Mr. Nara
Ratanarut revealed that the Thai government is
looking into the citizenship law and how the
law may be adapted to open more channels to
give citizenship to these stateless children. He
said that the Ministry of Social Development
17

‘‘

Regarding the fees, Thailand will
receive the fee from employers to employ
migrant workers. The employers have
in effect already paid the fee, but in an
informal way. For example, if you would
like to employ a domestic worker then you
have to pay a broker to find the worker.
Even with registration, the employers still
have to pay illegal brokers to take workers
for them. The government thus needs to
get the fees from employers to reduce
illegal recruitment. The Thai government
tries to find ways to negotiate and tries
to study different models from different
countries.

’’

– Nara Ratanarut, Ministry of Labour, Thailand

and Human Security would organise a meeting
and invite various stakeholders to find possible
solutions to these issues. A participant noted
that in the case of Burmese going to Malaysia,
only those who have connections to the
authorities could migrate legally while the
remaining majority have no other choice but to
migrate illegally. A similar situation may arise
for Burmese migrants going to Thailand.
Mr. Nara Ratanarut also noted that the Thai
government has been prioritising the issue of
illegal migrants who are already in Thailand
and that the situation of newly arrived
migrants is to be tackled later. He noted that
the workers should come to work in Thailand
with passports and the problem with legalities
comes from hidden corruption.
Another issue raised by the floor was that of
the high registration fees for migrant workers.
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‘‘

First, we need to employ migrant
language speaking staff at hospitals, and
second, we need interpreters at the police
stations and in the courts.

’’

– Promboon Panitchpakdi, Raks Thai Foundation
Mr. Nara Ratanarut explained that the cost
of health insurance and economic growth are
taken into consideration in deciding the fee.
He also stated that Thailand plan to receive
the fee from employers in an attempt to reduce
illegal recruitment and that they plan to study
different models from various countries. Mr.
Rex Varona of the AMC commented that
imposing levies for hiring domestic workers
does not help migrants and usually ends up
enforcing the “ownership” of migrants by the
employers.
Finally, some participants commented on
a need for policy-making based on migrants’
needs. Mr. Nara Ratanarut noted that
government officials experience difficulties
in effectively communicating with migrant
workers due to the language barrier. Mr.
Promboon of Raks Thai Foundation agreed that
it is necessary to employ staff who can speak
migrants’ languages, and that translation and
interpretation services are urgently needed in
hospitals, police stations and the courts. Mr.
Nara Ratanarut responded by saying that there
are differences between governments and
NGOs and that it would be mutually beneficial
for both parties to work based on the principle
of cooperation.
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Plenary 2

How Migration Policies (including Arrest and Deportation) are
Affected by Economic & Security Considerations in the Host Country
Moderator: Ms. Chou Bun Eng, Cambodian Women for Peace & Development/MMN

Ms. Alison Vicary explains the findings of her research concerning Burmese migrants in Thailand.

P

lenary 2 focused on how migration policies,
including arrest and deportation are affected
by economic and security considerations in
the host countries. There were two presenters. The
first presentation addressed the political economy
of migration to Thailand. The second presentation
focused on how economic and security concerns
lead to the expulsion of migrants.
Presentations
The Political Economy of Migration
to Thailand
Ms. Alison Vicary, Macquarie University,
Australia
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Ms. Vicary’s presentation was based on the
preliminary findings of a survey of 1,400 Burmese
migrants. She reviewed the details regarding the
methodology of the survey, as well as initial
findings and analysis of the trends based on
various factors by region, industry and income.
Ms. Vicary gave a presentation based on the
provinces and districts surveyed and an overview
of the demographic details and the divisions by
origin within the state of Thailand. In addition,
she presented charts showing the ratios of migrant
workers in the labour force in comparison to that
of the Burmese population as a whole, patterns
of arrival and several statistics regarding work
permits. Ms. Vicary also presented the statistics
of monthly income and disposable income by
19

industry standards and minimum wages. Also
included were survey details regarding work
permits and the differences in gender, wages
by age and the monthly disposable income in
relation to minimum wage changes over time.
*See appendix 6 for Ms. Vicary’s PowerPoint
presentation.

How Economic and Security Concerns
Lead to Expulsion of Migrants:
Some Asian Examples
Mr. William Gois, Migrant Forum in Asia (MFA)
The first half of Mr. Gois’ presentation addressed
the economic dimension. He pointed out that
although there has been global GDP growth,
the ILO Global Employment Trend Report of
2004 warned that there was no overall growth in
employment during 2003. He explained that how
well GDP growth translates into employment
growth is the challenge most developing
countries will have to face if they are not going
to be dependent on migration as the only option
for their citizens to improve their lives.
The second half of Mr. Gois’ presentation
addressed the security dimension.
More and more governments are recognising
the need to establish, modernise and improve
their laws, policies, practices and administrative
structures for ensuring orderly migration in response
to increased scale of the migration phenomenon.
He explained that increased restrictions
and controls of migration contribute towards
making the circumventing of these restrictions
a lucrative business due to the continued need
for cheap labour in the market economy. In an
increased number of states the responsibility for
managing migration is gradually being shifted
from labour ministries to interior or home affairs
ministries, thus transforming the context for
policy elaboration and implementation from that
of labour market regulations to that of policing
and national security.
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Mr. William Gois discusses the economic and security concerns leading to
deportation of migrants.

Mr. Gois was of the belief that security concerns
have been blown out of all proportion by the Bush
Administration’s framework for fighting terrorism.
Ever since 9/11, there has been a continuous
onslaught on the UN human rights system, and
all of the gains civil society had made over the
years of struggle have been practically put back in
the name of national and global security. In Asia,
many leaders revamped their national security laws
in order to repress political dissidents and silence
opponents while at the same time supporting the
US coalition against terrorism.
He concluded that migrant workers will
continue to find themselves in vulnerable and
exploitative situations, where crackdowns,
arrests, deportations, restrictions on mobility,
xenophobia and racism become the order of the
day. The progress made over the past decades
in the struggle to uphold the rights and dignity
of every human being must find new energy,
inspiration and courage in order to roll back the
current world order and to believe that another
world is possible.
*See appendix 7 for Mr. Gois’ paper prepared
for this symposium.
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Open Forum
Summary
Below is a summary of the discussion during the
Open Forum after the Second Plenary session.
A participant asked about the reasons behind
the restrictions on migration recently put in
place by Denmark, the Netherlands, Greece
and Sweden despite the fact that the EU had
allowed migration in the past. In response, Mr.
William Gois of MFA explained that one of the
reasons why the policies have changed was
that countries feared there would be a rush of
migrants entering from within the EU when it
opened up. He said that there was a big debate
in the UK about such possibilities but the initial
data in UK showed that there was nothing like
that happening and that it is just a myth. A
participant’s follow-up comment highlighted
that a lot of gains in perspective, standards and
mechanisms of advocacy in migrants’ rights
issues have been undermined by post 9/11
security concerns and raised a question as to
how to balance between national security and
human security.
In response to a question on the working
conditions faced by Burmese migrants, Ms.
Alison Vicary said that Burmese migrants
in Thailand are competing with each other
for jobs. At least 60% of Burmese migrant
workers are not earning the minimum wage,
and if looking at the industries such as textiles,
domestic work and restaurant work, it is likely
that nearly 100% of the workers receive less
than the minimum wage as well as extremely
long working hours. In the quarrying industry,
the most urgent issue is the OHS as roughly
one in every 50 men per month is killed.
There were several questions as to the types
of migrants surveyed in Ms. Alison Vicary’s
research. Ms. Alison Vicary responded that
out of 600 survey participants, 40% had work
permits, and 60% did not. Though the exact
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‘‘

Our analysis shows that conditions
in terms of income for Burmese migrant
workers over the last 20 years are much the
same as it was in the past. What that says
to us is that it is not people from Burma
competing with Thais for jobs, but its
people from Burma competing with each
other for jobs.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University

proportion is yet to be confirmed, a large number
of people, particularly the Shan people in Fang
District, had directly fled conflict zones.
To Mr. Phil Robertson’s question on OHS
issues in the quarrying areas, Ms. Vicary
noted that those in the Kanchanburi, Lobburi,
and Pechaburi provinces where there was
lots of quarrying going on, the wages were
generally quite good but OHS was very poor.
She observed a range of injuries and primitive
working conditions in the areas. She also noted
that the problem is worse for women who earn
below the minimum wage and are more prone
to injuries in the workplace.
Ms. Chaw Chaw of World Vision Myanmar
asked Ms. Vicary about how the respondents of
the survey were asked the questions concerning
the human rights abuses, as people inside Burma
are not very familiar with the term “human
rights”. In response, Ms. Vicary explained that
the questions were designed to identify human
rights abuses as the respondents perceive the
problems. She agreed with Ms. Chaw Chaw’s
earlier comment that often the issues that
motivate people to move are family issues but
noted that they are often about a lack of food
and education. She then commented that the
devastating state of the economy in Burma is
intrinsically linked to human rights abuses and
government policy.
Ms. Chaw Chaw also commented that the
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‘‘

In provinces such as Kanchanburi, Lobburi and Pechaburi, there is a lot of quarrying
going on. The wages are quite good; we have not yet analysed injury rates nor done any
costing on that. But OHS (Occupational Health & Safety) is very poor and from roughly
50 men, around one per month is killed. Blindness, paralysis, and head injuries are
commonplace. The conditions are primitive at best, for example, what you see is the guys
drilling holes in the rock, these are the guys who work at the bottom, and then they will
put nitro-glycerine and the detonator in, then they run around the rocks and light the fire,
and then run from the explosions. Women also face OHS problems because they work in the
belt system where the rocks are crushed for road making, and all the machinery is exposed.
I think about two months ago there was a woman killed because her hair was caught in a
band and her whole body was dragged into the machinery. No safety helmets, harnesses,
anything, nor warning system when the explosions are going to take place.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University
very poor cannot afford to fund the migration
process and those from the medium income
bracket are the ones who migrate to Thailand.
Ms. Vicary said that this was consistent with
her research team’s findings. She also noted
that the flow of migration is enforced through
family members’ experience.
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(From left) Mr. Promboon Panitchpakdi, Mr. Pawka Wansai, Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod, Mr. Greg Irving and Ms. Chou Bun Eng all share their respective expertise
concerning the health issues faced by migrants when they are arrested.

Plenary 3

Health Issues When Migrants Leave Their Host Country
Moderator: Mr. Promboon Panitchpakdi, Raks Thai Foundation

P

lenary 3 focused discussions on health
issues faced by migrants when they are
arrested, detained, and deported or when
they return to their country of origin. There were
four presentations. The first speaker presented
on the efforts of the Ministry of Public Health
of the Royal Thai Government in providing
sustainable health care to all migrants. The
second speaker presented on the issues from
the migrant workers’ perspective. The third
presentation was made from the perspective of
a migrant support NGO in the country of origin.
Finally, the IOM presented on the strategies
and partnership in responding to the health
concerns of migrants from the perspective of
the IGO.
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Presentations
Providing Sustainable Health Care
Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public
Health, Thailand
In his presentation, Mr. Kongkhuntod addressed
the main concerns of the Ministry of Public Health
of Thailand regarding the policies towards migrant
workers and the impact of these policies.
He reviewed the current situation of
healthcare provisions, particularly in relation
to the impact of undocumented migration on
public health. Among these impacts were the
increased workload and strain placed on health
care providers in communities and the general
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increase of risk of acquiring communicable
diseases. In addition, he referred to the financial
impact such as the increasing burden of cost
on Thailand’s health insurance systems. Lastly,
Mr. Kongkhuntod stated that there is a need for
a national health policy to cover migrants and
incorporate their specific needs.
*See appendix 8 for Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Health and Return: Migrants’ Perspectives
Mr. Pawka Wansai, Migrant Health Worker
Mr. Pawka made a presentation on the issues of
migrants’ access to health services, the reality of
migrants living with HIV or other sickness and
the problems migrants face when they return
home.
Mr. Pawka, who is a Shan migrant himself
from Burma, has worked as a volunteer for the
MAP Foundation. His volunteer work involved
assisting migrants who need to seek medical
treatment at a clinic or hospital. His presentation
is thus based on his own experience as a migrant
as well as his experiences as a healthcare
volunteer.
Mr. Pawka said that most migrants do not
want to go to a hospital unless the condition is
really serious. The reasons for their reluctance
include the trouble and expense of travelling
to a hospital, the problems in communicating
with hospital staff and the costs associated with
their treatment. When migrants finally do seek
treatment, they may not have much knowledge of
their condition. Some migrants may get infected
by TB or HIV/AIDS, but it is difficult for them
to accept what has happened to them without
support such as counselling. Migrants are
worried that their communities may not accept
them and that they will become very isolated. If
migrant workers have access to counselling, it
helps them to accept their situation, understand
their sickness and find solutions and treatment.
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When migrants want to go home, they may not
know how. Some may seek advice or assistance
from NGOs that have staff who speak their
languages but many migrants especially those
living in jungles, remote villages, agricultural or
border areas will not have any access to NGOs.
Some migrant patients do not want to return
home because they do not have the money to
travel. Migrants living with HIV may not want
to return home because they are afraid that their
community will not accept them and that they
will bring a shame to their families. There is
also the fact to consider that there is often no
treatment available in their homeland unlike in
Thailand. Mr. Pawka expressed his concern that
not many people understand these problems that
migrant workers face.
Mr. Pawka further explained that some
migrants do not want to return to their country
of origin because they came to Thailand during
childhood. In such cases, migrants have long been
separated from their family, cannot remember
their parents or where they came from. People
who have been forced to relocate or forced to
migrate also could not return home because
they no longer have land, home or a family to
return to. Some migrants do want to visit home
but even registered migrants cannot do so due
to current policy in Thailand that does not allow
migrants to leave the province where they are
registered. Migrants risk being arrested, detained
at the IDCs and deported back to their country of
origin, if they cross provincial borders.
Mr. Pawka also explained that many migrant
workers have accidents and are injured in the
workplace. These migrants cannot survive in
Thailand because nobody will take care of
them. Some become disabled and then require
assistance in order to return home. How can
migrants return home in a wheelchair?
Some migrants can travel from Thailand to
the border areas of Burma but cannot go further
inside Burma as there is no transportation to
reach their villages in Burma.
Some migrants suffer from poor mental health
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while in Thailand as a result of highly stressful
conditions and they may want to return home to
be close to their family. Pregnant migrant women
may also want to go home. However, many
migrant women do not feel safe going back as
they may risk facing sexual assault by soldiers
at checkpoints. Both migrant men and women
also risk losing their valuables while travelling
as the gold or money that they keep with them is
often confiscated.
Open Forum
Below is a summary of discussion during the
Open Forum after the first part of the third
Plenary session.
A participant reported that undocumented migrant
workers are afraid to go to hospital as they fear
that the hospital staff would call the police and
they would be arrested. She reported that this
is why pregnant migrant women prefer to give
birth on the construction site or at home rather
than going to hospital. In response, Mr. Sutat
Kongkhuntod explained the principles of the

‘‘

In cities or towns, the relationship
between government officers is not
good and this creates a problem for
protecting migrants. The immigration
police or national police responds
in only a few provinces (regarding
cooperation on this matter) and some
provinces work under the policy of the
governor. Some hospitals are afraid to
treat undocumented migrants.

’’

– Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public Health, Thailand
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‘‘

We like to say that access to health
services is a right for all migrant workers,
both documented and undocumented.

’’

– Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public Health, Thailand

policy of the Ministry of Public Health (MPH),
which is to provide access to health services to
all migrant workers, regardless of their status.
He pointed out that the attitude and knowledge
towards migrants and their experience vary
across different units within the government and
by regions and that such inconsistency creates
problems protecting migrants. The Center for
AIDS Rights (CAR) representative added that
though the policies of the MPH are good, the
problem exists in terms of implementation at
the provincial level. She cited an example that
hospitals must insure the confidentiality of their
patients’ HIV test according to the MPH policy,
and in Rayong, this is not a problem but hospitals
in Chachoengchat test HIV and inform workers
of their positive status without the consent of the

‘‘

Many times, we hear the issues of
migrants’ health being discussed from
the perspective of an increased burden
on the national budget etc., but we are
actually talking about the health of fellow
human beings and thus we have to ask
again who should be responsible for their
health. If migrant workers have to stay in a
community with poor sanitation, of course
mosquitoes will bite them or they will get
sick because of unclean water.

’’

– Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation
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‘‘

The government policy in relation
to the employment of migrant workers
comes out on a yearly basis, so we
don’t know what will happen next. This
affects the planning of the MPH because
when we try to plan for the long term,
there will be new policies coming out
again and again. The Ministry of Labour
has good intensions in formulating
strategies for the employment of
migrant workers, but their intention is
sometimes countered by stakeholders
who think that having migrant workers
will have a negative impact on the
employment of Thai workers.

’’

– Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public Health, Thailand

‘‘

We’ve talked a lot about the health
treatment for migrant workers but haven’t
yet talked about health promotion.

’’

– Pranom Somwong, MAP Foundation

‘‘

Concerning the issue of migrant
health workers, we have not yet solved
this problem. In some areas, respective
officers have consulted with the governor
of the province and allow them to register
as domestic workers. However, if we want
to identify (them as health workers) clearly
in the policy, we still face some legal
issues. I suggest we handle this matter on
provincial level first.

’’

– Sutat Kongkhuntod, Ministry of Public Health, Thailand

worker nor with any provision of counselling.
She suggested that the central MPH set up teams
to discuss with the MPH at the provincial level
so the implementation would be consistent with
the policies of the MPH at the central level. Mr.
Sutat Kongkhuntod confirmed that the MPH does
not have a policy of imposing HIV/AIDS tests on
migrant workers and that the department is aware
of the problems of implementation and has met
with provincial management teams on this issue.
He encouraged participants to report cases of
concern to the authority and the MPH, which will
contribute to developing clearer and consistent
policy and procedures.
Ms. Pranom Somwong of the MAP
Foundation commented on the importance of
health promotion and urged that health issues
related to labour rights issues such as OSH issues
and long working hours be assessed. She sited
an example where migrant workers have to work
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for 15 hours a day without time for rest and
workers will not be able to go to a hospital until
their condition becomes serious. Ms. Somwong
also asked why a migrant health worker cannot
register with the Department of Employment. Mr.
Sutat Kongkhuntod explained that the MPH has
not been able to solve this problem and that in
some provinces, the provincial governors have
agreed to allow migrant health workers to register
as domestic workers.
Ms. Jackie Pollock of the MAP Foundation
asked why migrant workers in Thailand are
excluded from the compensation fund when they
get injured or have accidents at work. She said that
for Thai workers, it is clear that the employers have
to pay into the compensation fund and that not
applying this to migrant workers seems a double
standard. She said that if the Thai government does
not include migrant workers in the compensation
fund, costs for the medical treatment for migrants
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in case of injury or death will increase the burden
on the government budget and that it should
be responsibility of employers to pay into the
fund. Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod responded by
touching upon the fact that different priorities set
by different ministries and stakeholders make it
difficult for the long-term public health policy to
take effect on the ground. He also said that MPH
has held meetings with the Ministry of Labour
and developed a committee on migrants’ health to
ensure equal access to information and the health
care system.
Ms. Jackie Pollock also commented that the
perspective concerning migrant workers’ health
issues must be changed from that of increased
burden on national budget to that of promoting
human health.

Ms. Chou Bun Eng explains the need for an inter and intra country health
support system for migrants.

Presentations
Health Issues Faced by Migrants on Return
Ms. Chou Bun Eng, Cambodian Women for
Peace and Development
Ms. Chou Bun Eng discussed health issues
faced by migrants when they return home to
Cambodia. She began her presentation by
discussing the realities of migrants’ experiences.
She also covered a variety of health issues faced
by migrant workers upon return to Cambodia and
elaborated on the efforts the project has made to
address the situation including suggestions on
what needs to be done.
The health issues that Cambodian migrants
most commonly face when they return were
exhaustion and the effects of poor nutrition along
with mental health problems. Some that return
also contracted diseases such as HIV/AIDS, TB,
or malaria, and suffer from work related injuries
and drug addiction. The issues arising as a result
of these health issues are due to lack of money,
work and shelter.
Ms. Chou Bun Eng talked about the
constraints migrants face when returning to
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Cambodia. Some of the largest constraints
are due to the lack of referral systems from the
border to migrants’ homes, poor health care
infrastructure and the lack of family support
upon return. When that is the case migrants do
not have anywhere to go with neither land nor
home.
She further elaborated on why there is so
little support from families upon return. The
extreme poverty back home does not allow
additional support, especially if a returning
migrant is ill. Families are also left behind, at
times with debt. They work during the migration
and some said that they receive few or no word
from the family member who migrated for many
years. Ms. Bun Eng explained that this distance
makes it difficult for some to readjust. Many
are also too busy working simply to survive to
help themselves and are not able to afford the
time. She also explained that there is a lack
of knowledge along with people’s low skills
and capacity to handle the problems faced in
supporting a returning migrant.
The CWPD’s efforts to help alleviate these
situations are made through the PROMDAN
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– Promoting Migrant Health and Development
at Destination (in Thailand) and Source
Community (in Cambodia) Project. The project
started in 2001 and it recently received full
funding from the Rockefeller Foundation with
the goal of strengthening multi-level linkages
between the source communities of migrants
and their destinations in order to examine
contributions to improving the health status of
migrant populations. Ms. Chou Bun Eng went
through the objectives at each level including
the individual, family, community, organisation,
system and regional levels.
She concluded her presentation with suggestions
on how to improve upon the dire health situation
and the PROMDAN Project. She suggested that
an inter and intra country health support system
should be created and that employers should take
care of employees and be responsible for any health
treatment fees. She also suggested that the host
country provide appropriate treatment covered by
the health insurance.
*See appendix 9 for Ms. Chou Bun Eng’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Health Concerns, Needs & Services for
Migrants: Strategies and Partnerships
Greg Irving, International Organization for
Migration (IOM)
In his presentation, Mr. Irving highlighted
the regional perspectives on the health status
of returning migrants as well as the Suan Plu
Immigration Detention Center Project, which
the IOM is running with the Thai authorities.
He also explored strategies and partnerships
that were critical of the delivery of services for
migrant populations.
Mr. Irvin presented the IOM’s human
rights based approach to migrant health issues.
He quoted the WHO Stature Preamble: “The
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard
of health is one of the fundamental rights of
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every human being without distinction of race,
religion, political belief, economic, or social
conditions”.
He then discussed the UNAIDS/IOM
statement on HIV-related travel restrictions.
Included in the statement were a review of
international laws and human rights principles
and discussion on humanitarian and ethical
concerns. He stated that: HIV/AIDS-related
travel restrictions have no public health
justification; that any HIV testing related to
entry should be voluntary with informed consent
which should include adequate and strictly
confidential pre and post test counselling; and
that restrictions against entry based on health
conditions, including HIV/AIDS, should be only
implemented in such a way that human rights
obligations are met.
Mr. Irving pointed out that the following
are health related concerns faced by returning
migrants: the transmission of TB and treatment;
STIs/HIV; maternal-child health; reproductive
health; environmental health; physical disability/
occupational injury; psycho-social concerns;
human trafficking and sexual/gender- based
violence.
Mr. Irving introduced in detail the Suan Plu
Immigration Detention Centre (IDC) Project
which the IOM is implementing in collaboration
with the relevant government agencies, along
with the challenges in implementing the project.
He explained that the environment at the IDCs
was stressful and often chaotic. He pointed
out the fact that there were differences in
priorities among various NGOs and government
departments. He also referred to concerns over
time commitments of certain agencies and the
challenge in improving a healthcare referral
system within destination countries.
At the other end of the spectrum, he
then addressed opportunities arising from
collaboration among IDCs. He explained that
the IDC networks offer the chance to reach
marginalised irregular migrant families to
provide much needed health and social services.
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They have the potential to bridge key NGOs to
the Immigration Bureau. He also reviewed the
details of the IOM project Towards Sustainable
Provision of Health and Social Services in the
Immigration Detention Centres of Thailand.
Concerning the approaches for assisting
returning migrants, he explained their transborder programming involving both governments
and NGOs, and presented the lessons learned
from failures and best practice.
*See appendix 10 for Mr. Greg Irving’s
PowerPoint presentation.

‘‘

At the moment there has been
a campaign on the TV every night in
Thailand, saying to employers that if you
don’t register you will be arrested along
with the migrants that they employ. So
there’s money for a public campaign, but
we’d like to see that switched around a
little to be more about rights of migrants
rather than about arrests.

’’

– Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation

Open Forum
Below is a summary of discussions during the
Open Forum after the second part of the third
Plenary session.
There was a question about IOM’s plan of
activities on the issue of access to health for
migrants in Lao PDR. Mr. Greg Irving of the IOM
responded that the plan involves establishing
health committees at the community level
– many of which already exist – and develop
capacity of the existing mass organisations at
local level to analyse health hazards and the
vulnerability of migrants to trafficking as well
as to find appropriate responses to those issues.
Commenting on the registration and
information dissemination for migrants in
Thailand, Ms. Jackie Pollack of the MAP
Foundation referred to efforts for the last ten
years made by NGOs. She said information has
been sent out through the nationally broadcasted
station of Thailand in ethnic languages such
as Karen, Shan etc. The information is also
disseminated through the Burmese radio stations
such as Radio Free Asia, Democratic Voice of
Burma, Voice of America, and BBC Burmese.
In Chiang Mai, the MPH has asked the MAP
Foundation to translate the information about
health rights and access to 30 baht scheme into
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Burmese, Shan, and Karen. She emphasized
the importance of a more comprehensive public
campaign focused on the rights of migrants
rather than about penalties for violation of
regulations.
The Center for AIDS Rights (CAR)
representative raised her concerns on the number
of cases where migrants living with HIV are being
deported to Cambodia where no ARV is currently
available. She explained that the situation is
similar for TB cases. Mr. Surat Kongkhuntod
responded that the diseases control department
under the MPH is working in collaboration
with the Department of Immigration on this
issue and more information is needed on the
issue concerning the treatment for returnees or
migrants who are deported especially for those
living with HIV or TB.
A comment from a participant also highlighted
a need for collaboration and information sharing
between groups working for migrants on the
Thai and Burmese sides, particularly on the
issues concerning the return of migrants with
mental illness and HIV/AIDS.
Another participant commented that
community services such as health care in
detention centers and in the community need to
be placed within a broader framework of policy
to ensure that they are effective, efficient and
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reliable, and can be addressed in the long term.
It was also noted that an approach that combines
preparing migrants on working conditions and
health while in the source community such
as Prey Veng, Cambodia, as well as assisting
migrants while in the destination such as Rayong,
Thailand, would be helpful.
Making some concluding remark as the
Moderator for this plenary, Mr. Promboon
Panitchpakdi of Raks Thai Foundation
commented that the responsibility for the cost
of providing healthcare and social services for
migrant workers is firmly on governments and
employers as they are the ones profiting at the
expense of migrant workers.
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Ms. Jackie Pollock explains that the constant fear of arrest and deportation negatively affects the well-being of migrants.

Plenary 4

Arrest, Detention, Deportation
Moderator: Mr. Rex Varona, Asian Migrant Centre (AMC)

T

he six speakers at this plenary offered
perspectives from migrant workers
support groups, UN bodies and from
immigration departments on the issues of
screening, arrest, detention, and deportation of
migrants, refugees and trafficked persons.
Presentations
Arrest, Detention and Deportation:
The Situation and Challenges in Thailand
Mr. Virat Yonpath, Police Captain,
Immigration Department, Thailand
Mr. Wittaya Singmanee, Immigration
Officer, Chiang Mai, Thailand
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Mr. Virat Yonpath and Mr. Wittaya Singmanee
jointly made a presentation regarding the
procedures and challenges they face as immigration
officials in responding to the situation of migrant
workers in Thailand. They explained that the long
border between Thailand and Burma cannot be
effectively controlled while the push factors in
Burma, cause people to move across the border
daily. From a personal standpoint, both officers
could understand the reasons why migrants
arrived in Thailand and felt that it was important
to address the root causes of the migration. The
Thai government they said was investing in
business projects in neighbouring countries as a
way of providing employment so that migrants
would not need to migrate.
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For those who do migrate, Thailand has a
registration policy and the presenters emphasised
the importance of migrants registering so that
the Thai government are aware of the number
and whereabouts of migrants in the country.
Those migrants who do not register are liable to
arrest, and following the registration this year,
immigration would carry out a crackdown on
undocumented workers.
Regarding procedure, the presenters said that
the immigration officials follow the procedures
as outlined in Articles 52-54 of the Immigration
Act. Migrants do not need to go through court
proceedings, in the case of illegal entry they
can be immediately deported. The Immigration
Department takes photographs and finger prints
the migrants, and deports them through the
same checkpoint from which they entered the
country. Laotian migrants are referred to Chiang
Khong and Cambodian migrants are referred to
Aranyaprathet checkpoints. However as regards
Burmese migrants, the steps taken depend on
the situation inside the country at the time. At
the time of speaking, two checkpoints which
migrants commonly used were closed due to the
conflict inside Burma. Although the immigration
process is meant to be immediate, because of
these difficulties and because of organising
transport to the borders, some migrants have
to wait to be deported. So some migrants are
held at police stations while waiting for a large
enough groups to be arrested and deported
together. If the migrants have no money and
nothing to eat during the deportation process,
sometimes immigration officers buy food for
them on the way.
Mr. Virat Yonpath and Mr. Wittaya
Singmanee outlined some of the challenges
facing immigration authorities. These included
arresting migrants on a daily basis only to
see the same migrants returning immediately.
In addition, the country of origin does not
always acknowledge the citizenship of some
ethnic groups and rejects them when they are
deported. They were well aware that risking
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arrest in Thailand was often preferable to
surviving in Burma, and found it difficult at
times to reconcile their duties as immigration
officers to deport undocumented migrants and
their humanitarian values as individuals to
support people in critical situations.
The issue of trafficking was also a challenge
for immigration departments as it often involves
the use of counterfeited travel documents.
When the immigration receives migrants from
the police, they conduct interviews to screen
for trafficking victims, although this is usually
only possible for children.
The presenters concluded by pointing out the
differences between the previous registration
periods and the current registration system. In
previous years, migrants could only register
for a work permit with an employer. However
under the current registration scheme, migrants
can register for a temporary ID card with the
local officials. Both presenters urged everyone
to encourage migrants to register.

Social and Health Issues in the Deportation
Process
Ms. Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation, Thailand
Ms. Jackie Pollock, in addressing the social
and health issues in the deportation process,
explained that the constant fear of arrest and
deportation negatively affects the well-being of
migrants. Having had no choice but to enter the
country illegally, even migrants who register
for a work permit are only enjoying quasi-legal
status, which can easily be lost. Living under a
constant threat of deportation erodes the selfesteem and confidence of migrants and is a
major factor in increasing stress.
While some migrants are arrested while
they go about their daily business, making even
a visit to the temple or to the market stressful,
others are subjected to frightening raids at their
workplaces or worse, at their living quarters at
night. Raids are most often carried out by male
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immigration or police officers, even in places,
like garment factories, where the majority of
the workers are women. Raids often create
panic and there have been numerous cases
where migrants have been injured when in the
panic as they try to run in the dark to escape.
After migrants have been arrested and are either
waiting for transportation or are going through
the immigration processes, they are kept
huddled in crouching positions or sometimes
tied together to deter them from escaping.
These are the pictures which appear in the
media the next day. The process is humiliating
and undignified and the photographs add to this
humiliation. Some raids are actually instigated
by the employers and is used as a weapon of
control. When migrant workers in factories have
organised to complain about their working and
living conditions, employers have called in the
authorities to arrest the leaders of the workers,
sometimes also using violence, with the aim
of quelling any sign of workers mobilising to
protect their rights.
Migrants who are deported from towns
which are not on the border are herded onto
trucks and deported. In some cases, these
trucks have been severely overcrowded, with
the migrants having to stand all the way, and in
some cases, the trucks have overturned because
of the overcrowding causing serious accidents
and resulting in the death of some migrants. For
all migrants, the journey is uncomfortable with
no guarantee of water, food or toilet stops. For
women, the deportation process can put them
at risk of violence. Ms. Pollock reported that in
the first year of their work at MAP, they were
contacted by a group of women who had been
sexually abused by Thai rangers during the
deportation process. The rangers were demoted
but not sentenced.
In order to get a work permit, migrants
have to take a medical test which tests for TB,
syphilis, elephantitis, drug addiction, mental
disease, alcoholism, and leprosy. Any condition
which is treatable is treated. However, since
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TB treatment is a six month long treatment, if
migrants are deported before the end of their
treatment, they lose access to treatment. The
military regime in Burma spends very little
on health care, and consequently, affordable
health care in Burma is not available for most
of the population. This has the potential of
creating further resistances to medications
for TB. Migrants are not tested for HIV when
they register for a work permit in Thailand,
partly because Thailand has a policy of nondiscrimination for HIV in the work-place and
partly because there is no treatment available.
However, migrants being officially deported
from Thailand to Myawaddy, Burma, are held
in a holding centre. At this centre they are
interviewed and given a mandatory blood test
for HIV. Those migrants who test positive are
separated from the rest of the migrants and sent
to a hospital. During this process, their status
is exposed to other migrants and it is uncertain
what happens to them after they have been sent
to the hospital.
The current registration process which
allowed migrants and their dependents to
register for a temporary ID card, independent
of their employer had greatly improved the
situation. With the new card, migrants were
able to enjoy an identity as a human being not
just as a worker and organisations working
with migrants had noticed a change in the
migrant communities. Instead of having to stay
on the work compound all of the time for safety
reasons, migrants could mingle with the local
community, speak their mother tongue openly
and enjoy a more normal life. This new policy
offered the possibility for migrants to have
a greater voice and to strengthen their own
communities. It offered the opportunity for
migrants to actively engage in providing social
and health services for their own communities
and working more closely with local Thai
health services.
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Open Forum
Summary
Below is a summary of the discussion during the
Open Forum after the first part of the Fourth
Plenary session.
Regarding the problems surrounding the arrest
and detention of migrants, one of the participants
pointed out that migrants are subject to night
raids and are kept stressed out and hungry in
detention. Another problem pointed out was
that when deported, many migrants are sent to
a place other than from where they came. Mr.
Vittaya responded that the problem lies in a
fact that most of the migrants came to Thailand
illegally and their illegal status leaves them
little power to negotiate. He also explained that
according to the Immigration Act the cost of
deportation must be met by the deportee. When
they do not have the money, it is sometimes
necessary for immigration to send them in a
group. He commented that 60% of migrants
violate terms of their work permit such as
running away from their employers or changing
their type of job and therefore face deportation.
A participant noted that many migrants run away
from their employers because of exploitative
situations in the workplace. Concerning night
raids, Mr. Vittaya explained that the police are
not to make arrests or conduct raids at night
according to the 1997 Constitution, if they do
not have a warrant.
Concerning the problems surrounding
the registration system in Thailand, one of
the participants noted that employers in Mae
Sot and other parts of the country keep the
employees’ documents and often dismiss
them without giving proper reasons or before
returning their documents. It was also noted
that when conflicts on labour issues arise, the
police and immigration arrest and deport the
employees at the employers’ request.
A participant from Cambodia raised the issue
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‘‘

60% of migrants have done
something that violates the conditions of
their work permit. For example, after they
register, they run away. Some of them
change their type of job.

’’

– Wittaya Singmanee, Immigration Officer,
Chiang Mai, Thailand

‘‘

Many migrants runaway from their
employers because they exploit their
workers. If their employers treat their
employees according to the labour law and
provide fair conditions, there will not be so
many migrant runaways.

’’

– NGO representative

of the circumstances faced by those who work
on board fishing boats. As these workers do not
have time to come to the pier, they often do not
have a chance to be registered nor have access
to information concerning how to register. Mr.
Virat commented that the employers are aware
that the employees should be registered but do
not follow the rules as they can take advantage
of the employees’ unfamiliarity with the
policy. He suggested that they use Article 54
of the Immigration Act and do not punish these
migrants for illegal entry.
The Open Forum ended with Mr. Virat’s
comments that Thailand is dealing with many
issues that many developing countries face
such as corruption, poverty, drug trafficking
and human trafficking and that as officials, they
must follow the framework given by the topdown structure sometimes limiting what they
can do with respect to human rights respecting
models. However they wish to have more input
from the NGO community.
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Ms. Stephanie Chandler explains how the UNHCR screens for persons of
concern in the context of arrest, detention and deportation.

Presentation
Screening for Persons of Concern
Ms. Stephanie Chandler, United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Ms. Stephanie Chandler presented how the
UNHCR screens for persons of concern in the
context of arrest, detention and deportation. She
began by explaining what a person of concern
is in the context of the UNHCR. A person of
concern is either, an asylum seeker, a person who
has yet to announce they are an asylum seeker or
a person who has been recognised as a refugee.
She explained that since Thailand is not party
to the 1951 Convention related to the status of
refugees, the UNCHR takes on the responsibility
to establish who is a refugee among the asylum
seeker population. They do so by applying the
tenets of the 1951 Convention. Ms. Chandler
explained that a refugee is a person who fears
persecution on the basis of race, religion,
nationality, political opinion or membership in
a particular social group and is outside of his
or her country of origin and cannot return for
reasons of this persecution.
She discussed persons of concern in Thailand,
screening mechanisms and what is called the
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migration-asylum interface and how it protects
refugees within broader migration movements.
She also addressed what the UNHCR does to
prevent the deportation of refugees who get
caught up in detention.
In terms of the migration asylum interface,
over the past year the UNHCR has seen new
structures emerge in Thailand that serve to
manage the interface between asylum and
migration, so that people who are in need of
protection can have an alternative way to seek
that protection other than through traditional
asylum channels. These channels are known as
the provincial admission boards which pertain
to the nine refugee camps on the Thai/Myanmar
border and the migrant worker registration
scheme. The UNHCR recognises that both
of these mechanisms are not completely fool
proof. It is recognised that the interplay between
the two is the best practice for the region since
together they serve to protect the refugees
within broader migration movements. It was
further explained that the provincial mechanism
boards exist to serve the nine refugee camps
on the Thai/Myanmar border. A description of
the UNHCR’s role on the border is containing
what is known as a “non-paper”, the contents of
which were agreed upon between the UNHCR
and the Royal Thai government in a joint session
in 1998. The “non-paper” included admission
criteria and procedures to be followed when
admitting Burmese nationals to the nine camps
on the border. A problem though was that the
UNHCR was not permitted to actively participate
in the refugee status determination process,
according to the working arrangements. It was
only permitted to act as an observer. Another
problem was in terms of criteria of admission to
the camps the language of the “non-paper” was
interpreted differently between the UNHCR and
the Thai government. According to the Thai
government the only people who were permitted
to enter the camps were people who were fleeing
fighting. According to the UNHCR, the only
people who were permitted to enter the camps
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were people who were fleeing fighting and the
consequences thereof. Ms. Chandler stressed that
these were two dramatically different concepts.
In 2002, the Thai government announced a new
policy not to admit any new arrivals. As a result,
those entering the country did not have any legal
status. Since 2002 the provincial admission
boards have ceased to function and the UNHCR
estimated that 20,000 refugees have entered the
camps with no legal status. Therefore they are
officially not allowed to receive any humanitarian
aid. According to Ms. Chandler, this situation
made it very difficult for the Burmese Border
Consortium which is responsible for providing
food to the camps. The UNHCR was the only
admission mechanism for the Burmese in the
entire country allowing for a limited safety valve
for Burmese refugees. Since 2002 the UNHCR
had been negotiating with the Thai government
to restart the provincial admission boards. The
result of those negotiations was the reopening of
the boards and renewed UNHCR role with full
participation.
Ms. Chandler then addressed the second part
of the migration asylum interface, the migrant
worker registration scheme. The UNHCR sees
the provincial admission boards and the migrant
worker registration scheme working together
as the best practice for the region because it
shows how the migration asylum nexus can
operate successfully.
Within this system,
migrant workers and their families are granted

‘‘

New measures agreed to by the Royal
Thai government recognise some victims
that have been trafficked and may not
be able to return home will be reported
to the UNHCR officials rather then be
deported.

’’
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– Stephanie Chandler, UNHCR

‘‘

Formal deportations are the
deportations that take place under the
umbrella of MOUs between the Thai and
Myanmar government. This MOU states
the number of deportees and their names
shall be shared between governments. The
deportees are then transferred from the
immigration center to the border.

’’

– Stephanie Chandler, UNHCR

a legal stay and are protected from deportation
for a minimum period of one year. Through
this process, the regional office in Thailand has
negotiated the release of Laotian and Burmese
refugees from immigration detention so they
are able to register as migrant workers and
therefore be granted a legal stay in Thailand.
She mentioned that the UNHCR is concerned
with the possible spill over on refugees resulting
from the government’s action to crack down on
illegal migrants. Another negative aspect of the
migrant worker registration scheme is that the
information concerning the country of origin
is shared with the authority of the country of
origin. Therefore refugees who would consider
applying for migrant worker registration status
may risk having their personal information being
passed to the country from which they fled.
Ms. Chandler explained the differences
of formal and informal deportation. Formal
deportations are the deportations that take place
under the umbrella of MOUs between the Thai
and Myanmar government. This MOU states
the number of deportees and their names shall
be shared between governments. The deportees
are then transferred from the immigration center
to the border. The informal deportations are not
guided by any formal agreement. There are no
names exchanged and these occur on a more
regular basis.
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The UNHCR has officials at the immigration
holding centers and screen migrants to determine
who are asylum seekers, potential asylum
seeker or refugees in order to negotiate with
the government officials to have the names of
those people switched from the formal list to
the informal list of deportation. Ms. Chandler
pointed out that there is also a similar process
that takes place at Mae Sot.
The UNHCR has been carefully screening
for trafficking victims for refugee status. The
United Nations Inter-Agency Project (UNIAP)
and the UNHCR have been working together
to create mechanisms to screen along borders
to prevent refugees being trafficked for sexual
or labour exploitation. The UNIAP will also
compile statistical data on trafficking to help
negotiations with the Royal Thai government.
In addition, new measures agreed to by the
Royal Thai government recognise some victims
that have been trafficked and may not be able
to return home will be reported to the UNHCR
officials rather then be deported.
The greatest challenge the UNHCR faces
is that Thailand is not a signatory to the 1951
Convention relating to the status of refugees. The
Thai government will only entertain requests in
cases where refugees have been listed by the
UNHCR for third country resettlement. The
UNHCR’s efforts are often ignored by the Thai
authorities. Lastly, Ms. Chandler pointed out
that many times the people living in the refugee
camps do not have enough provisions to sustain
themselves and often leave the camp to work
as a day labourer therefore risking arrest or
deportation.
Open Forum
Summary
Below is a summary of discussion during the
Open Forum after the second part of the Fourth
Plenary session.
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‘‘

Often those living in the refugee
camps do not have enough substance to
sustain themselves and often leave the
camp to work as a day labourer therefore
risking arrest or deportation.

’’

– Stephanie Chandler, UNHCR

Concerning the procedure of screening the
trafficking victims, Ms. Stephanie Chandler
explained that most cases dealt with sby the
UNHCR are from outside the camps and they
are brought to the attention through camp
residents’ reports of missing children. The alert
process begins when the report is received. The
UNHCR often has a contact name and know
in a neighbouring village who is recruiting and
they use the most sensitive means possible to
locate the employer of the child and to get the
child back to the camp. Other mean of locating
trafficking victims is through the information
gained while interviewing asylum seekers at the
Refugee Status Determination Unit in Bangkok.
Many asylum seekers are brought out of Burma
by someone claiming they will take them to
Bangkok, but in reality, they are stopped in Mae
Sot or Mae Sa Rieng and made to work on a pig
farm or sold for sexual exploitation.
Following the explanation given by Ms.
Stephanie Chandler, one of the participants raised
a question as to whether or not it is possible to
separate the issue of migration from trafficking.
She commented that migrant workers have to
use a broker to migrate because they cannot
seek a legal channel to migrate and that many
groups of migrant workers and trafficked people
overlap in reality.
Another participant expressed concern about
Burmese migrants’ information submitted to the
Thai government for registration purpose being
fed to the SPDC. Furthermore there are major
concerns regarding the short validity of the
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registration scheme.
Ms. Chandler noted that the Thai government
is not particularly keen on the classification of
individuals living in Thailand as refugees while
the international community holds that Burmese
people living in Thailand are prima facie
refugees. She agreed that the information shared
about the registrants with the country of origin
is a serious concern and commented that there is
nothing that the UNHCR can do to prevent that
person’s information from being handed over to
the government of the country of origin unless
the person who is registering is already known
to the UNHCR as a refugee.
A participant commented on the UNHCR’s
request for more refugee camps in Thailand and
asked whether there are any particular plans
to establish camps for the Shan refugees. Ms.
Chandler acknowledged the need but noted that
the UNHCR has access only to those who come
forward through the UNHCR field offices and
the Refugee Status Determination Unit Bangkok
office.
Presentations
Screening for Trafficking Victims
Mr. Phil Robertson, United Nations Inter-Agency
Project on Human Trafficking in the Greater
Mekong Sub-region (UNIAP)

Mr. Robertson presented on the issues of
screening for trafficking victims. He placed
human trafficking within the more general
context of migration. He reviewed the political
aspects of preventing trafficking in the Mekong
sub-region and the problem of identifying
victims of trafficking. He also discussed the
role of migrant support organisations towards
trafficking and its victims.
He explained the importance of putting
human trafficking within a migration context,
specifically focusing on human trafficking for
forced labour which he emphasised was more
than trafficking for the sex industry. He stated
that there is a growing political commitment to
protect those identified as “victims of trafficking”
in the Mekong sub-region and that there are
significant challenges in identifying these victims
due to lack of knowledge, resources and training
and corruption. Compounding the problem is the
mistrust between migrant workers and official
authorities.
Mr. Robertson presented a working definition
of trafficking to be understood as an abuse that
affects a relatively small percentage of migrants
when understood in the context of migration.
He addressed the vulnerability of migrants and
for which sustainable solutions are connected
closely to the need for migrant empowerment.
Mekong governments, he argued, should
treat victims of trafficking as victims and not

‘‘

Can the political will that
supports interventions on
trafficking be harnessed to
increase an overall concern for
migrants and improve policies
that increase respect for their
human rights?

’’

– Phil Robertson, UNIAP
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as criminals. He argued that they should not be
held in detention or be immediately deported
but rather sheltered, protected and provided with
assistance.
As an example he presented the key elements
of the MOU on trafficking signed between
Cambodia and Thailand. It stated that “trafficked
women and children shall not be detained in
immigration detention centres during the time
awaiting the official repatriation process and that
shelter and protection shall be provided to the
victims according to the policy of each state”. In
addition, it stated that “the relevant authorities
shall ensure the security of trafficked women
and children and that victims shall be treated
humanely throughout the process of protection,
repatriation and in judicial proceedings”.
Mr. Robertson explained that levels of
protection would soon be expanded when
ministers of six Mekong governments sign an
MOU on trafficking. The Coordinated Mekong
Ministerial Initiative against Trafficking
(COMMIT) memorandum will bind the
governments not to hold victims in detention
and that victims are to be provided with legal,
education and health assistance in addition
to cross-border protection and reintegration
assistance in their home countries.
From these forms of protection, arises the
problem of which processes most effectively
identify the victims.
He explained that once you go beyond the
extreme cases, there is a lack of clarity on who
is a victim of trafficking. He noted that this is
a problem that goes beyond the Mekong subregion. He further argued that the problem is
also a definitional problem. What the law says,
what the international conventions say and what
the reality is on the ground and what common
sense directs sometimes clash. It is also the case
that some laws are either unclear or incomplete.
Mr. Robertson addressed a few basic
ID questions to help determine if they are
a trafficking victim. He went on to address
problems of screening trafficking victims. He
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

‘‘

The lack of good information on who,
where and how people are being trafficked
can be alleviated by conversations with the
migrants themselves.

’’

– Phil Robertson, UNIAP

noted the limited number of specialists and
officers who are trained to identify victims
of trafficking, the failure to institutionalise
a screening process and the lack of financial
resource to help create checklists and guides
which could be used by authorities. He also
mentioned the problem of official corruption.
In relation to these problems, Mr. Robertson
reviewed what happened in October 2003 when
the Thai government made a decision to clean up
the streets of Bangkok and crackdown on Khmer
women and children beggars in anticipation
of the APEC meeting. According to the MOU
between Thailand and Cambodia there was
suppose to be screening to determine those who
were victims of trafficking. This did not happen
in violation of the MOU, and he mentioned that
the same happened again in March 2004. That
led directly to the downgrading of Thailand’s
rating in global Trafficking in Persons (TIP)
report by the US government.
He noted that Thailand, the wealthiest of the
Mekong countries is taking the lead and moving
ahead with programs to address trafficking issues.
As human trafficking is rapidly growing there
is an increase in international concern and there
is a high level of commitment for governments
to address it. Lastly, Mr. Robertson pointed out
that the lack of accurate information on who,
where and how people are being trafficked can
be alleviated by conversations with the migrants
themselves. When addressing this problem
he stressed the importance of migrant support
organisations and the need for them to take
the lead as they have the best information and
maintain the closest relationships to the migrants
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themselves.
In conclusion, Mr. Robertson posed an
ultimate question, “Can the political will that
supports interventions on trafficking be harnessed
to increase an overall concern for migrants and
improve policies that increase respect for their
human rights?”
*See appendix 11 for Mr. Phil Robertson’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Repatriation Procedure and Services
Provided for Deported Laotian Migrants
Mr. Khamsing Phommany, Chief of Children
Assistance Section, Department of Social
Welfare, Ministry of Labour and Social
Welfare, Lao PDR
Mr. Phommany presented on the repatriation
procedures and the services that are provided
for deported Laotian migrants. He began by
introducing the return and reintegration program
for Laos and addressed the current situation of
deported Laotian migrants. He reviewed what
services were available for deported Laotian
migrants and assessed the political attitude and
policies towards deported migrants for Laos.
The statistics for the current situation of
deported Laotians indicated that there was an
increase in number of Lao girls and women at
Ban Kredtakarn and that there were a total of
272 trafficking victims, which had been returned
through the orderly repatriation process over the
past three years. More than half of them were
from the Savannakhet Province. Mr Phommany
also presented the number of official returnees
between October 2001 and August 2004.
Mr. Phommany laid out the process of
repatriation from Thailand to Laos. The IOMBangkok, Thai NGOs and the Thai Department
of Social Development and Welfare (DSDW)
identify trafficking victims and transfer them
from the IDCs to Ban Kredtrakarn. Next, the
DSDW completes a case report. The DSDW,
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Mr. Khamsing Phommany discusses the process of repatriation of migrants
from Thailand to Laos.

‘‘

One challenge to authorities regards
how to assess the actual needs of the
returnees in a sense of when to provide
assistance and when not to.

’’

– Mr. Khamsing Phommany, Lao Ministry of Labor
and Social Welfare

Ban Kredtrakarn or other shelters then make a
family assessment request to Lao Social Welfare
Department (SWD). The case report completed
by the Thai DSDW will be also sent to the
Lao SWD. The Thai DSDW then works with
Lao PDR Embassy for approval of nationality
and issuance of official return documents. The
DSDW will inform the Thai Immigration of
repatriation dates and coordinate with Lao SWD
for their repatriation. Following that, there is
cross-border assistance coordinated by Lao
Immigration, the border guard and the SWD.
Lastly, there is the signing of an official letter of
return by Thai DSDW, Lao SWD, border police,
and IOM.
The Transit Center in Vientiane is set up
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where the trafficking victim returnee spends
seven days. Within those seven days, returnees
are provided with accommodations and daily
activities including interviews with police,
minimal medical check-up, activities with
PADETC and optional sight seeing. On the
eighth day, SWD staff travel with returned
trafficking victims to provincial capital where
the staff meet with the victims and escort them
to their villages. Lao provincial will provide
training to the victim’s family as a preventative
measure to make sure he or she does not return
to Thailand. In addition, district staff takes girls
to the villages and follow up on their cases for
up to a year.
For his conclusion, he addressed the challenges
of the repatriation program highlighting the
fact that there is an acknowledgment of shame
involved for the returnee and that there is the
sensitivity of singling out returnees within the
village. Lastly, Mr. Phommany addressed one
challenge to authorities regards how to assess the
actual needs of the returnees in a sense of when to
provide assistance and when not to.
*See appendix 12 for Mr. Khamsing Phommany’s
PowerPoint presentation.

advantages of AVR and principles relating to
migrants’ rights, some of which included; the
right of migrants to return home to their country
of origin, the right of migrants not to be returned
to a country where they would be persecuted or
tortured and their right to seek protection. Mr.
Beckers touched upon a few principles relating
to migrants and considerations for countries of
origin including the obligation to accept back
their returning nationals and the responsibility
to allow their nationals to return in safety
and dignity without fear of harassment and
discrimination.
The IOM’s rules of engagement listed over
twenty points some of which included the
written consent of all countries involved, written
consent of returnees and the UNHCR agreement
that return is possible for refugees. Mr. Beckers
also discussed the partnership and cooperation
with other agencies and NGOs.
He concluded by addressing the challenges
ahead. He stressed the need for an improved
understanding of AVR benefits, and the need
to create legal, institutional frameworks and
regional cooperation to establish a financial basis
for AVR programs in the region to instigate AVR
in to comprehensive Migration Management
Systems in the Greater Mekong Region.

Voluntary Return of Migrants: An
Alternative to Prevent Arrest, Detention and
Deportation
Mr. Hans Beckers, International Organization
for Migration (IOM)

*See appendix 13 for Mr. Hans Beckers’
PowerPoint presentation.

Mr. Hans Beckers’ presentation began with
the discussion on the overall principles and
framework related to Assisted Voluntary Return
(AVR). He outlined the IOM’s position on AVR
and discussed alternative efforts in an attempt
to prevent arrest, detention and deportation. He
also covered current and potential collaborations
with NGOs and other agencies.
He began his presentation by addressing
the general principles relating to AVR, the

Below is a summary of discussion during the
Open Forum after the third part of the Fourth
Plenary session.
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Open Forum

Mr. Seri Thongmak of the Pattanarak Foundation
asked about a particular case where a 13 year old
Laotian girl who gave consent to be taken to the
Thai border by an agent and whose virginity was
sold for THB20,000. Mr. Phil Robertson of the
UNIAP explained that this case would qualify
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‘‘

IOM does take the NGO dialogue
seriously, although there is no formal
process, and maybe that’s a weak
point.

’’

– Hans Beckers, IOM

as trafficking because the girls were clearly
young. He noted two issues to be considered:
who is bringing them to the border and how this
is being done. He commented that the response
to such case would ultimately require a kind
of cooperation between the Thai and Lao sides
involving both NGOs and governments.
Ms. Jackie Pollock asked what the incentives
are for trafficking victims to be so identified and
cited the example of Europe where the trafficking
victims are given rights and privileges in terms of
temporary stay and protection. She commented
that at the moment, identification of trafficking
victims at the border areas does not make sense.
She also asked the questions as to when the
screening should happen: after a raid at the bar,
at the labour inspection or when people escape a
trafficking situation.
Mr. Robertson responded to the question
explaining that there are a number of incentives
for trafficking victims such as better treatment
in terms of the return process, a guarantee that if
they want to go home, they will arrive safely and
in many cases the services provided for trafficking
victims which are crucical for a person to survive a
traumatic experience. He commented that there are
other people like the US government who say that
the incentive is to see that traffickers are prosecuted
but noted that there is a large disagreement about
whether people should be required to testify
against traffickers in order to receive benefits. Mr.
Robertson said he feels that trafficking victims
should not be compelled to testify if they feel that it
would be against their interests and that the process
should be victim-centric. Mr. Beckers followed
on with a point that the concepts of rescue and
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‘‘

The only way solutions are going to
be found to the trafficking issue is if the
whole set of vulnerabilities that migrants
face are dealt with. Sustainable responses
to the issue of trafficking require an
improvement in the conditions of migrants
throughout.

’’

– Phil Robertson, UNIAP

assistance should be separated from the issue of
following up on the traffickers and violators and
bring them to justice.
Concerning the age issue of trafficking
victims, Mr. Robertson of the UNIAP remarked
that age does matter and that according to the
international instrument, someone who is
younger than 18 years old cannot consent to their
own exploitation, which is an issue contested by
different groups and individuals.
There was a question from the floor addressed
to Mr. Beckers concerning the collaboration
between the IOM and NGOs. Mr. Beckers
commented that certain meetings catered to
certain target groups but that the IOM takes
the collaboration with the NGOs seriously. He
encouraged the NGOs to write letters to the
IOM to get started on formalising the process or
become observers in the organisation that will
provide them with an opportunity to talk to all
member governments and the management of
the IOM.
The Foundation For Women (FFW)
representative pointed out problems with the
mechanism of rescuing trafficking victims at the
provincial level, and in terms of cross-border
cooperation. Problems during the rehabilitation
process were also pointed out. Another participant
added that while at rehabilitation centres,
migrants are unable to provide their family
with any financial support and that trafficking
victims should receive compensation while in a
shelter in order to prosecute traffickers. Mr. Phil
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‘‘

One mechanism could be that the
assets that police take or seize from
criminals could be used for the support of
victims of trafficking.

’’

– Hans Beckers, IOM

Robertson of the UNIAP responded by saying
that it is not fair for the victims to stay under the
order of the law enforcement to testify against
the traffickers and it is up to trafficking victims’
decision whether or not they want to prosecute.
The FFW representative also commented that
disproportionate amount of resources is spent
on trafficking issues but little attention is paid
to workers (who are not necessarily trafficking
victims) who are abused, exploited or injured.
Mr. Robertson agreed that it is a very important
issue and that the only way solutions to the
trafficking issues are going to be found only when
the whole set of vulnerabilities that migrants face
are tackled. Mr. Beckers of the IOM also made
a follow up comment that trafficking victims
are a small percentage of migrant victims in
any country and there starts to be an awareness
that one has to look at all aspects of migration
in a country. He noted the development of UN
inter-agency working group in Thailand on the
trafficking issue and reported that all the UN
agencies discuss the impact that migration has
on their anti trafficking projects and vice versa.
Concerning the cooperation among various
agencies including the police, Mr. Beckers cited
the example of Europe where the assets police
seized from criminals went towards supporting
and protecting trafficking victims.
There was also a comment from a participant
as to the usage of words such as “victim” and Mr.
Robertson commented that he does not like the
word either and is open for an alternative word
but meanwhile there is a need for words that can
be used among the Thai organisations and people
to define the persons who have been abused.
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

Participants collectively identify issues and suggest strategies during small
group discussion.

Small Group Discussion
Participants were then broken up into five small
groups for discussion on the following questions.

Please identify critical areas for action regarding:
a) Health issues when migrants leave the host
country; and,
b) Arrest, detention and deportation situations.
Please identify gaps or challenges in the
responses, with special attention to:
❏ Collaboration between the GO/IGOs &
NGOs/CBOs within a country
❏ Cross-border collaboration between
governments
❏ Cross-border collaboration between
NGOs/CBOs
❏ Cross-border collaboration between
GOs/IGOs and NGOs/CBOs.
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The following are summaries of the small group
discussions.
•
Group 1: Cambodia/Thailand
•
• On the HIV/AIDS issues, there is a small
pilot coverage area in the region while some
organisations provide intervention along the
border areas, which is insufficient in dealing
with the problem. Also, those who are HIV
positive or have AIDS cannot get treatment
because their condition will result in them
losing their jobs, money and shelter. In the
end, those seeking treatment eventually will
be arrested and deported.
• There should be more support for returnees on
ARVs. There should also be further work on
this topic so that ARV returnees can continue
their treatment.
• The range of treatment needs to encompass
more than medical consultation and drugs. In
some circumstances, patients need to travel
far from their hometown and stay overnight
for treatment. Mostly, the infrastructure for
healthcare is very poor and often becomes
inaccessible due to natural disasters such
as floods. The healthcare facilities are in
small, remote towns. This further compounds
the difficulties and becomes more serious
problems for patients.
• Another very critical problem concerns those
addicted to drugs. Many use amphetamines
while being unaware of its impacts. It is
important to note that there are several kinds
of amphetamines. There was a case in which
a returnee committed suicide because of
mental health issues. They have no one to talk
to about these issues. In cases of addiction, it
is very difficult to make them seek treatment
and work towards recovery.
• There is a lack of a health referral system.
Many think that there are good health
services in Thailand, but there is no crossborder referral system for patients returning
home and little or no connections on health
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•

•

•

documents that they bring from Thailand to
Cambodia.
Access to health services continues to be an
issue.
Migrants working at sea have many problems
related to registration and health. Returnees
have said that some deep-sea fishing boats stay
out for three months, six months or even up
to one year. Who can deal with this problem,
or give them access to health services?
Regarding deportation, there is no formal
coordination and connection between the Thai
and Cambodian authorities at border areas.
The Thai police often just push deportees
across the border. In Cambodia, the deportees
also face detention problems because they
do not have documents. It has been reported
that along the way the returning migrants are
robbed, even though they usually have little
or no money.
Sometimes the migrants are in no condition
to go back home. Some try to go back to
Thailand again while others try getting various
types of work at the border areas. There is
a need for assistance for deported migrants
through formalised procedures coordinated
between the police on both sides to prevent
the violation of the rights of migrants.
Arrests and robbery against migrants in
Thailand are common. One comment made
was that it is mainly the local police, not
the immigration police that take migrants’
money. One participant was concerned about
the arrests of the undocumented or trafficked
persons and the fact that the definition of
a trafficked person is not clear. In many
cases after arrest, migrants are asked their
nationality. It was reported that the police’s
perception is that the migrants often lie. The
system for arresting undocumented migrants
is not clear. In some cases, migrants are
arrested in hospital.

During the open discussion following reporting
back of Group 1, one of the participants
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commented that access to health services also
confronts language barriers: some patients have
documents in Thai but Cambodian officials and
staff usually cannot read them thus hindering
health care, and the problem exists vice versa.

•

Group 2: China/Vietnam/Myanmar
• The group discussed ways to identify critical
areas for action, including health issues that
arise when migrants leave the host country:
communicable disease (HIV/AIDS, TB,
STDs), reproductive health (pregnancy, child
birth, others), environment (water, sanitation,
living style), drug addiction, malnutrition,
accident, injury and mental illnesses.
• Regarding arrest, detention, and deportation,
the group noted that in each country, arrests
take place without following any formal
procedures. There are illegal police activities
taking place during the detention and
deportation processes.
• There is no MOU between Myanmar and
China and between China and Vietnam. The
group concluded that there should be MOUs
signed between these countries and recognised
that the implementation of the MOU between
home and host countries is a challenge. There
was a discussion on the need for more formal
collaboration between governments, IGOs,
INGOs, and NGOs and for information
sharing about the issues regarding illegal
migrants. The group also discussed that fees
for registration should be reduced, especially
in the host country.
• The group agreed that the health issues are
very important, particularly for undocumented
migrant workers.

Group 3: Thailand/Myanmar
• Most people in the workshop wanted to
emphasise that the root problems were
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political, which makes it difficult to deal with
any of the issues at hand, and to implement
any MOUs in place. This was the starting
point of the group’s discussion.
The violation of the principle that everyone
should receive treatment for illness prior to
leaving the host country was noted. It was
also noted that treatment for serious illnesses
is not available in Burma, specifically for
returnees and children. In general, only
very limited medical services are available
in Burma and most of such are provided by
NGOs.
The group also discussed the following
problems: the violation of the rights of
migrants in detention; workers being arrested
as opposed to employers; workers losing
wages once suddenly deported; safety issues
for those being deported (road safety, etc.);
also problems of deporting those who do not
want to return.
It was also remarked that there are problems
with the registration of births in Thailand
where migrants have no legal identity if and
when returned to Burma. NGOs should help
devise a database system to record migrant
workers’ children born in Thailand (possibly
with the ICRC assistance).
The discussion also included the problems
of implementing Thai policy in terms of who
will be charged with trafficking abuses and
how to deal with sex workers.
The group commented on further issues
such as discretion of individual officials in
deportation and arrest, fees for deportation,
spread of communicable diseases, etc.
One participant stressed the difficulty of
transparency within Thai policies: difficulties
with the registration process, lack of
information and lack of clarity as to what is
happening with the registration fees and what
they receive in return for it. The group agreed
that if the information were clearer, there
would be more avenues to respond to health
concerns.
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• The responses proposed by the group
included: migrants could receive voluntary
health care and checks with appropriate free
treatment before leaving; providing migrants
with information on health care and the use of
the yellow card system to provide a medical
history and vaccination framework. More
collaboration is desired between drug donor
groups and those inside Burma to better
facilitate treatment. Regarding deportation,
safety and dignity should be the highest
principle guiding the Thai government’s
policies and actions. Also proposed were:
good practice covenants for police; protection
for detainees (with guidelines for what this
means provided); translators in detention
centres; involving NGOs in awareness
raising; and separating women and children
migrants in particular from other criminals in
prisons or detention centres.
• One suggestion from the group was
that loans and aid should be tied to the
acceptance of migrant workers, though this
raised considerable issues concerning trust,
monitoring and evaluation when dealing in
particular with the Burmese government.
During the open forum following the reporting
of the Group 3, participants agreed that the MOU
is important but far from being the solution.
What is missing is a long-term policy and that
migrants themselves be empowered, with civil
society working together in order to make it
happen. The participants also suggested that
Group 3 look into cross-border activity.

•

•

•
Group 4: Thailand/Laos
• This group discussed health issues of Lao
migrant workers upon their return to Laos
from Thailand and separated the populations
into those who were trafficked and those who
were not.
• Trafficking victims receive treatment at
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•

Baan Kredtrakarn and after being examined,
their information is transferred to the Social
Welfare Department. The others that are
not trafficked, travel back to Laos and
return without going through any health
screening. They go back straight to their
families. However, there are some that are
arrested and detained. Those that work in
the sex industry are provided with medical
check-ups upon return and they are tested
for HIV/ AIDS, though the results are
largely kept confidential, except from the
local authorities. When they return to their
villages they are provided with a support
framework from local organisations.
Concerning arrest and deportation, the group
discussed the arrest of trafficking victims.
They have to go through the whole process of
treatment and rehabilitation. In Thailand they
have to go to Baan Kredtrakarn and some stay
there for quite a long time. The conditions
(at the detention centres) are overcrowded,
though there have been some improvements.
There is also no separation between those
that have committed serious crime, those
that have not committed any serious offence
and those that have only entered the country
illegally.
The police do not have a working system
that aids screening of potential trafficking
victims. When they are in detention, there is
a suggestion from the group that they should
receive per diem, since they otherwise have
no funds to take back to their families. It is
necessary that these victims get compensation
quickly.
The group also suggests that immigration
improve the conditions in detention, that
interpreters be provided, and that lawyers are
found that are sensitive to these issues and
are able to deal with the language barrier.
There were concerns raised on the vehicles
used in deportation which are in a very poor
shape and prone to accidents, particularly in
terms of deportation along the Thai-Burmese
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border.
• There were recommendations that the
Thai NGOs and government work together
on informing the Laotian Social Welfare
Department so that families in Lao PDR
can be contacted and victims can receive
compensation and proper care as soon as
possible.
• Further, it was discussed that on the Laotian
NGO side, it is crucial that potential migrants
be informed of the dangers of migration
before they leave. This information should be
disseminated via the media as well.
During the open forum following the reporting
of the Group 4, an EMPOWER representative
commented upon the type of vocational training
provided at Ban Kredtrakarn and suggested that
the training provided should be relevant and
suited to the women so that they can engage
in a different profession once they return
home. Another participant commented on the
importance of looking into the issues faced by
Laotian fishermen. He explained that there are
about 1,000 Laotian fishermen in Rayong and
that there may be more that they are not aware
of. Despite the comparatively small population,
these workers live a very high risk lifestyle in
terms of the inherent dangers in their work and
also in terms of their vulnerability to contracting
diseases. It is therefore essential to respond to
their needs.

Group 5: Cambodia/Vietnam
• There are approximately 35,000 Vietnamese
sex workers in Cambodia. The group 5 knows
that some of these girls have contracted HIV,
that they may suffer from mental illnesses and
that some sex workers are addicted to drugs.
Many Cambodian children are trafficked to
work as beggars in Vietnam and are vulnerable
and suffering from various health issues.
• The group pointed out that some NGOs
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assume the role of police as a result of very
little government support for anti-trafficking
activities but this is wrong. There must be
more support for the government agencies to
be involved in addressing this issue.
The police are not able to provide the
basic needs to the detainees and trafficking
victims/survivors. In some cases, the police
raid brothels at night, but do not know what
to do with the detainees nor have the facility
to detain all the arrestees thus in the end let
them go.
Only 2% of the Vietnamese girls say they
want to return to Vietnam. With no MOU
between the governments of Cambodia and
Vietnam, women are simply deported back
to Vietnam, only to return to Cambodia in a
matter of weeks.
In terms of examining the collaboration
between governments, NGOs and IGOs,
counselling of victims is a good example.
However, the NGOs and governments are
still confused about their responsibilities in
many cases. Some NGOs that come to work
in Cambodia are not aware of the Cambodian
law and use the law of other countries (e.g.
the US) in their activities.
There is a lack of information sharing
crucial for networking between NGOs and
CBOs. There needs to be further avenues of
collaboration.

During the open forum following the reporting
of the Group 5, participants commented on
the lengthy process of returning the trafficking
victims to Vietnam as a result of limited
mechanism being in place to facilitate the crossborder collaboration. Some participants asserted
the need for the MOU between Cambodia and
Vietnam to address the issue while others said the
MOU is not a medicine to cure all the problems.
Another participant noted that there is need for
more study on Cambodia as a transit country as
many Vietnamese come to Cambodia and then
move on to Thailand. There was discussion
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concerning HIV and whether or not sex
workers in Cambodia have access to condoms.
The discussion ended with a comment by the
EMPOWER representative that empowerment
of sex workers by providing them with more
capacity needs to be further strengthened.
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Plenary 5

Social and Economic Needs of Migrants When They Leave
the Host Country Back to Their Country of Origin
Moderator: Ms. Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation, Thailand

P

lenary 5 discussed the issue of the
social and economic needs of migrants
when they leave the host country and
return to their country of origin. There were
five presentations. First, Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu of
the UNDP-SEAHIV presented on the regional
strategy concerning returnees’ reintegration.
Second, Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar of the
World Vision Myanmar presented on the
reintegration of returning migrants in Myanmar
from the perspective of an IGO working
inside Myanmar. The third presenter, Ms.
Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy, the Lao Women’s
Union, presented on the reintegration of
returning women and girls in Lao PDR. The
fourth presenter, Mr. Mok Kanel, Deputy
Governor of Prey Veng Province, Cambodia,
discussed the social and economic situation of
returning migrants in Cambodia. Finally, the
fifth presenter Mr. Rex Varona of the Asian
Migrant Centre (AMC) presented on the
strategies and experiences of Migrant Savings
and Alternative Investments that AMC is
experimenting with in countries outside the
GMS such as the Philippines.

Dr. Hsu presented on the reintegration of returning
migrant workers with a focus on the socioeconomic aspect linking health as an issue. She
reinforced certain key points that were covered
throughout the week.
She started her presentation by addressing
issues of migrant remittances. She said that
remittance funds are often spent on hospital
bills, school fees, celebrations, funerals and
general daily expenses.
Dr. Hsu emphasised the advantages of
collective action among NGOs to have a stronger

Presentation
Returnee Reintegration:
Regional Strategy
Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu, Manager,
United Nations Development Programme
– South-East Asia HIV and Development
Project (UNDP-SEAHIV)
Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu presents on issues concerning reintegration of migrants.
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voice in addressing reintegration issues. A key
point she raised was the importance of following
up with returnees to utilise their knowledge, skills
and experiences to improve their communities
back home. With reintegration, she explains that
it is important to create small co-ops, improve
schools and create opportunities for returnees
within their villages to maintain a viable future
for the greater community.
She discussed an MOU between host and
home countries with emphasis on building
partnerships between NGOs to help expand
local networks. The key points addressed
were the importance of government support to
help collaborate with NGOs and neighbouring
countries, collaboration among various
ministries between countries and to promote
assistance for those suffering from HIV/
AIDS. She explained that the stakeholders
in this MOU are regional governments and
NGOs. Lastly, she stressed the importance of
taking responsibility and instigating action
through community participation with respect
for the rule of law and transparent access to
information.
*See appendix 14 for Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu’s
PowerPoint presentation.
Open Forum
Below is a summary of discussion during the
Open Forum after the first part of the fifth
Plenary session.
One of the participants remarked that the
informal remittance channels are going to be
even larger and countries are missing out its
potential benefits due to the poor policy planning
and implementation on this type of revenue. In
response, Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu commented that the
issue of remittance is one for the individual.
Ms. Alison Vicary noted that migrants make
choices on the basis of costs and reliability of
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‘‘

Governments need our support and
facilitation. They also need our input,
advice, and guidance. It is no longer the
time to say it is us versus them. It’s time
to find strategic ways to influence those
sitting wherever they are to become
stakeholders to reach the same objective.
Divided, you let others conquer but if you
work together you can be strong.

’’

– Lee-Nah Hsu, UNDP-SEAHIV

the system.
Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu commented that the progress
on the HIV issue within the ASEAN system
has been possible because of collaboration and
cooperation amongst NGOs, UN agencies, and
governments monitoring and reviewing the
process. Dr. Hsu also said while the MOU has
the best intent, its successful implementation
would become reality when all stakeholders work
together by providing support and guidance. She
suggested that those involved should take up
more active roles despite their different political
systems, which would ultimately allow their
efforts to spread.
Presentations
Reintegration of Returning Migrants
Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision
Myanmar, Anti-Trafficking Program
Ms. Ohnmar presented on the social and economic
needs of returning migrants in Myanmar. She
classified the different categories of returning
migrants and discussed the various interventions
that take place at main border crossing points.
She addressed the common problems faced by
returning migrants, particularly in Myanmar. Ms.
MEKONG MIGRATION NETWORK

Ohnmar concluded her presentation by reviewing
the various needs of returning migrants and
asked what can be improved at the individual,
community and organisational levels.
Returning migrants were categorised as
deported migrants, self-returning migrants,
repatriated trafficking victims and selfreturned trafficking victims. Returning migrant
interventions at government reception centres
along the borders routinely identify trafficked
victims and provide them with transportation,
medical check ups and general support for
reintegration in their home communities. In
addition, she pointed out that on some occasions
victims are also interviewed by law enforcement
agencies for the purposes of prosecuting
traffickers.
Ms. Ohnmar discussed several common
social problems that returning migrants face
when returning home. Often social problems are
linked to economic issues that put strain on their
smooth reintegration process. She concluded
by asking what can be done to provide tools
for capacity building and empowerment at the
individual level up to the larger organisational
level.
*See appendix 15 for Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar’s
PowerPoint presentation.

The Reintegration of Returning Women and
Girls in Lao PDR
Ms. Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy, Lao Women’s
Union (LWU)
Ms. Xayaphonesy began her presentation
reviewing the policies and legal protection
mechanisms for women and children in Lao
PDR. She also explained the situation of
women and education in Laos. She said that the
literacy rate in Lao PDR has increased to 59%
for women and 80% for men, but that illiteracy
is still a problem that exists mainly among
women of poor households and ethnic minority
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

Ms. Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy discusses the problems encountered by Laotian
women and girls returning from Thailand.

communities. She also described the women’s
situation in Laos in relation to economy decision
making, and human rights.
After the background information, Ms.
Xayaphonesy went on to describe the problems
and challenges faced by migrant returnees,
mainly women and children. These problems
include: persistent poverty and destitution,
economic recession and depression, lack of
employment or income opportunities, lack
of vocational skills, lack of education and
school facilities, lack of family or supportive
network, etc.
Given these problems, the role of the Lao
Women’s Union is to be the main facilitator of
reintegration assistance. She also pointed out that
the LWU serves as a channel of communication
for monitoring and reporting purposes and that
there are also several assessments and visits
by the LWU staff to serve returnees and their
families upon reintegration.
Ms. Xayaphonesy presented the Revolving
Fund Scheme’s objective and goal. It is to assist
and develop income generation for trafficking
victims and to protect them from returning to
Thailand. She also presented the number of
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migrant returnees who received financial support
or vocational training.
In concluding her presentation, she argued
that illiteracy, traditional conservative norms and
backward traditions are obstacles in promoting
women’s empowerment in Laos.
*See appendix 16 for Ms. Ninpaseuth
Xayaphonesy’s PowerPoint presentation.

The Social and Economic Situation of
Returning Migrants
Mr. Mok Kanel, Deputy Governor of Prey Veng
Province, Cambodia
Mr. Kanel presented on the social and economic
situation of returning migrants to the Prey Veng
province in Cambodia. He reviewed basic
information including geographic location,
population statistics and administrative structure.
He explained the socio-economic situation of
migrants to and from Prey Veng and assessed the
current policies and interventions. He concluded
his presentation with suggestions and ideas for
future intervention plans.
*See appendix 17 for Mr. Mok Kanel’s
PowerPoint presentation.

Migrant Savings and Alternative Investments
Mr. Rex Varona, Asian Migrant Centre (AMC)
Mr. Varona presented on the importance of
migrant savings and alternative investment
options when returning home. He explained
that there are many “push” and “pull” factors
that lead to migrants going abroad to work and
that many times when migrants return home,
they are not in control of their resources and
therefore have a difficult time reintegrating into
society. Mr. Varona argued that the effective
reintegration of migrants requires planning. He
stated that there were several economic survival
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Mr. Rex Varona presents on AMC’s program entitled Migrant Savings and
Alternative Investments.

options for returning migrants but offered
entrepreneurship as one of the most practical
options to take. The migrants need to return
with control of their resources and a plan of
action in order to create something alternative
in their community.
For these reasons, Mr. Varona presented
the Migrant Saving and Alternative Investment
(MSAI) program facilitated by the Asian
Migrant Centre based in Hong Kong. The key
components focus on mobilising migrants’
savings and building successful social enterprises
in their home countries. He explained that there
are many partnerships necessary in this process
and therefore it becomes a multi-stakeholder
process. He reviewed challenges and offered
parameters for the MSAI program.
Overall, migrants benefit from the
empowerment of controlling their resources
and many times return with a sense of pride
and ownership. Furthermore, the returning
migrants feel a sense of pride knowing that they
are helping their own community and helping
MEKONG MIGRATION NETWORK

Participants actively exchange their views during the open forum.

by giving back. Mr. Varona concluded by
emphasising the importance of local control of
resources and community enterprises rather than
reliance from politicians, big government and
corporations. Lastly, he noted the importance
of continuous dialogue and the critical role of
migrants in the decision making processes of
their governments
*See appendix 18 for Mr. Rex Varona’s
PowerPoint presentation.

‘‘

If you see a very poor house there
will be no migrants in that family. But
seeing the two-story houses, you can
count how many migrants there are
from that family.

’’

– Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision Myanmar
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Open Forum
Below is discussion during the Open Forum after
the second part of the fifth Plenary session.
The question was raised by Ms. Pornpit Puckmai
of EMPOWER, Chiang Mai, concerning whether
or not there are migrant workers from Burma and
Lao PDR who successfully return home with
financial gain and whether the skills they have
learnt while in a host country such as sewing and

‘‘

With the skill training, in order to
really reach their need to establish a
business, they need to learn more about
economic realities and the market.
Hairdressing for example, maybe it’s not
applicable.

’’

– Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision Myanmar
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‘‘

Regarding the deportees at the
reception center, so far I haven’t heard
that they arrest them under existing
immigration law since there is no system
in place. The government tries to close
their eyes to this issue. But it happens at
other border checkpoints where they are
taking fines for breaching immigration
law.

’’

– Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision Myanmar

‘‘

At the UN level, the issue that
countries could not agree on during
the discussions for the UN Protocol was
that migrants should have the right to
stay in the country to which they had
been trafficked. There are a handful of
countries, like Spain, who give residency
to trafficking victims. Some countries
in Europe give three months temporary
residence. It’s a worldwide problem that
still needs to be addressed.

’’

– Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation
hairdressing are useful at source communities
upon return. Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar of the
World Vision Myanmar responded that she
has seen cases where the remittance from the
migrants helps their family and the source
communities in the form of income assistance,
building new houses and providing communal
meals. She said that money could be sent back
home through a safer channel with the help of

‘‘

Regarding the returnees and
repatriation of people who were
trafficked, they were given amnesty by
the Burmese government. Migrants, who
were not trafficked, will be charged with
illegal cross-border entry. Now the Thai
government is trying to prepare for the
MOU, so they want the Burmese workers’
exact names and addresses. When we
speak to the workers, they tell us that
they do not dare give their real name and
address.

’’
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– Migrant worker representative

relatives, not through brokers. Ms. Ninpaseuth
Xayaphonesy of the LWU commented that their
project which began in March 2003 to provide
assistance and financial support to returnees has
been successful.
Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar also noted that in
order for the skills gained during migration to be
useful for economic activities upon repatriation,
migrant support groups in receiving and sending
countries need to exchange information so that
the skills training provided for migrants in the
destination country matches the demands back
home. Ms. Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy of the LWU
mentioned that although detailed information
is unavailable on the financial gain of returned
Laotian migrants, she suspects the number of
migrants who returned home with enough financial
gain to be very small. She also noted that a meeting
was held between Laotian and Thai governments
on the issue of providing vocational training to
trafficking victims. A Laotian participant noted
that there are migrants who buy agricultural
equipment instead when they return home from
working in rambutan orchid farms in Thailand
and start their own business.
A participant added that her/his group’s
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research showed that 80% of the documented
migrants rated themselves “successful” while
only 10% of the undocumented migrants
answered the same.
Mr. Rex Varona of AMC commented
that it is important to prepare migrants for
reintegration in an organised process as part
of the pre-departure training program and/or
during employment abroad in order to ensure
redistribution and investment back into the
home community is continued. A representative
from the EMPOWER stressed that pre-departure
information should not threaten people who plan
to migrate nor prevent people from migrating.
Another participant argued that for those fleeing
from Burma pre-departure training is irrelevant
because their migration is forced.
Regarding the return and repatriation of
migrants to Burma, a participant noted that only
those returnees who were found to be trafficked

‘‘

Concerning the issue of taxes in
Burma, there is no mystery about taxes
and their impact on people, all taxes are
doing is taking away income from the
people. In the case of Burma I don’t see
and have never heard anyone say that
people are getting a service for the taxes
they are paying.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University

‘‘

I think that the economic problems
of Burma are much wider and little
related to the sanctions. Because Burma
doesn’t have a great deal of exports, its
biggest export is its people.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University
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are given amnesty by the Burmese authority
and the migrants who were not trafficked would
be charged for illegal cross-border entry. She
elaborated this would affect the implementation
of the Thailand-Burma MOU as migrants are
afraid of providing the authorities with their
names and addresses.
It was also noted that in handling the migration
related issues, the government and civil society
in Burma should engage more with the regional
and international organisations. Ms. Chaw Chaw
Ohnmar argued that INGOs could help civil
society address these issues on their own terms.
She explained that there are opportunities where
INGOs such as the World Vision-Myanmar and
the Save the Children-UK have a bi-monthly
forum during which they hold an informal
discussion on the issues related to repatriation
with the representatives of the Ministry of
Home Affairs, the Attorney General’s Office,

‘‘

Speaking as a Shan from Burma, who
knows the oppression, I would say that
whenever a researcher conducts research
in the Shan State, the SPDC (State Peace
and Development Council) will follow and
control the process. So how can you be sure
that the people dare to speck the truth? ...
The push factor of migration from Burma
is not only economic. It is about political
oppression and life safety. ...Concerning
the pre-departure training, I do not think
it is appropriate because people are fleeing
form Burma, they’re forced to migrate.
People walk day by day to Thailand where
they have heard has more freedom than
their homeland.

’’

– Migrant representative
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‘‘

If the pre-departure information is
provided to threaten people not to migrate,
the effect is prevention of migration not the
protection of migrants.

’’

– EMPOWER

‘‘

Our standpoint is that we do not want to
provide assistance to these who do not want
to receive assistance from us. About 10% of
the women who return ask for assistance.

’’

– Chaw Chaw Ohnmar, World Vision Myanmar

immigration officers and district administration
officials. In her later comment, she referred to a
case where the World Vision facilitated CBOs
to form their own groups to discuss health and
education issues and stressed the importance
to address the related issues at the community
level. She also mentioned that engaging the
community requires strategic approaches as well
as regular contact with the authorities.
Concerning the issues of migrants deported
from Thailand back to Burma, Ms. Chaw
Chaw Ohnmar explained that the immigration
authorities do not arrest the deportees upon
return for breaching immigration law as there
is no such system in place. She noted that the
government tries to close their eyes to this issue
and that officials may be taking fines from
deportees at other border checkpoints.
Being asked how many of the women
returned back to Burma through the assistance
of IGOs would ask for assistance, Ms. Chaw
Chaw Ohnmar remarked about 10% of the
women returnees ask for assistance from the
World Vision.
Concerning the loan system in Burma, a
migrant representative from Burma remarked on
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the situation of Burmese farmers and suggested
to Ms. Chaw Chaw Ohnmar to further investigate
the causes as to why the farmers do not or cannot
receive government loans. Ms. Chaw Chaw
clarified that her focus was on non-government
and business loans and she was aware of rice loan
program run by the government. She elaborated
that the price of rice on the black market has
decreased and many times the farmers do not

‘‘

I understand that trafficking is
an issue, and I know people do get
trafficked but in terms of the problems
we are talking about, trafficking is like
a pinprick on a dead body. Sometimes
I feel we are not addressing the real
and important issues for people.
Many people who are classified as
traffickers are providing a service to
people because they want to leave.
Maybe all of us and our governments
and various agencies need to ask why
there are such high prices that people
have to pay for this particular service. I
think that’s the issue. Also, the reasons
I would suspect in the case of Burma
for the high prices of brokering are the
number of checkpoints that people have
to pass through. We are not just dealing
with the charges imposed by brokers,
but by authorities and the SPDC and
whether they are done with permission
from higher authorities or done by
themselves.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University
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get enough profit from the sales, influenced by
many factors such as economic sanctions.
Subsequently, Ms. Alison Vicary commented
that the economic problems in Burma are much
wider and have little to do with sanctions. She
pointed to the poor planning and implementation
of Burmese agricultural policy and ineffective
use of the tax money. In exchanging comments
on the garment industry, Ms. Vicary pointed out
that the SPDC itself imposes much more serious
sanctions than the international community
and that there is a need to look at sanctions on
financial services and the movement of money.
Several participants pointed out that the push
factors of migration from Burma include not
only economic difficulties but also political
oppression and danger to life.
Regarding the initiatives in source countries,
a participant commented that the fact that there
are NGOs and INGOs working there is important
and they can help by sharing information and
becoming more influential. She also pointed out
a need for NGOs and INGOs to get together to
look at relevant issues such as crackdowns on
illegal migrants in Thailand after the registration
period, and the practice of detailed recordkeeping on migrants, which could be dangerous
and does not respect the rights of migrants.
Concerning MOUs and other agreements, a
representative from the EMPOWER commented
that it is more important to follow up on the
implementation of the conventions and agreements
that the states have already committed to rather
than creating new agreements. Ms. Chaw Chaw
Ohnmar noted that agreements are not perfect
solutions but act as a basis to communicate
commitment and putting the issues on the
agenda at the national level when dealing with
governments.
Concerning the issues of trafficking, a
participant put forward a question about the
lack of systematic assistance for victims of
trafficking upon return to Burma and the
reasons for the continuing deportations. Jackie
Pollock explained that at the UN level, the issue
MEKONG SYMPOSIUM ON MIGRATION

‘‘

Because in all societies we have such
things as broken promises, bad parenting,
drug and alcohol abuse I don’t see any
reason why these problems would be more
endemic in Burma than in my society or
any other society.

’’

– Alison Vicary, Macquarie University
of granting trafficking victims a temporary
stay permit was what held up the UN Protocol
from being agreed upon. A participant from
EMPOWER called for clearer separation of
sex work from trafficking and explained that
EMPOWER provides classes for sex workers
for the purpose of empowerment rather than
classifying them as trafficking victims to be
rescued. Ms. Chaw Chaw agreed with their
approach and said the World Vision respects the
decisions made by sex workers when they are

‘‘

I think it’s sad that migration
meetings always end up talking about
trafficking. It’s a reflection on this
region and what is acceptable to talk
about and where the money is going. It
is not a reflection on the reality of this
region in which people are migrating for
survival. It’s incredible that the Burmese
government has such high level people
talking about trafficking every few
months when there is forced labour in
the country which is a form of trafficking.
There is something incredible about that
whole thing.

’’

– Jackie Pollock, MAP Foundation
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referred and provides assistance accordingly.
Ms. Alison Vicary proposed a different
perspective. She stated that many people who
are classified as traffickers are in fact providing
a service to those who wish to leave. She
pointed out that it was necessary to pay a broker
an expensive fee to deal with the relevent
authorities and the SPDC due to the numerous
checkpoints that migrants are required to pass
through. A participant later added that the range
of prices that brokers charge is based on systems
of control and corruption.
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Appendices

The appendix to these proceedings contain the original presentation files submitted
by the resource persons. These files are attached in their unedited original form and
have not been subject to any changes by the publisher’s editorial team. The positions,
views and opinions expressed herein are therefore those of the presenters, and do not
necessarily represent the views of the symposium organisers.
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The Managed Migration Approach:
Framework and Principles
Mr. Hans Beckers

International Organization on Migration
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The IOM 4 Box Chart
Main Areas
Migration and Development

Facilitating Migration

Regulating Migration

Return of qualified nationals

Workers and professionals

Systems for visa, entry and stay

Exchange of expertise
Remittances/money transfer
Overseas communities
Micro-credit schemes
Targeted assistance
Brain drain and gain

Students and trainees
Family reunification
Recruitment and placement
Documentation
Language training
Cultural orientation
Consular services

Border management
Technology applications
Assisted return and reintegration
Counter-trafficking

Forced Migration
Asylum and refugees
Resettlement
Repatriation
IDPs
Transition and recovery
Former combatants

Counter smuggling

Claims and compensations

Stranded migrants

Elections and referenda

Cross-cutting activities
Technical cooperation & capacity building
Migrants’ rights and international migration law
Data and research
Policy debate and guidance
Regional and international cooperation
Public information and education
Migration health
Gender dimension
Integration and reintegration
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Appendix 2

Protecting Migrant Workers:
The MOU Scorecard
Ms. Thetis Mangahas

International Labor Organization, Mekong Project to Combat
Trafficking in Children and Women
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Appendix 3

Managing Migration in Thailand:
Registration and MOUs
Mr. Nara Ratanarut

Director if Illegal Migrant Workers Division, Ministry of Labor
Thailand
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Appendix 4

Managing Migration from a Sending
Country’s Perspective
Mr. Bounkham Sihalath

Deputy Chief of Employment Promotion Division, Department
of Labour, Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, Lao PDR
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Appendix 5

Implications of MOU
for Cambodian Migrants
Mr. Seng Sakda

Director of Employment and Manpower Department, Ministry
of Labour and Vocational Training, Cambodia
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Appendix 6

The Political Economy of Migration
to Thailand
Ms. Alison Vicary

Macquarie University, Australia
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Appendix 7

How Economic and Security Concerns
Lead to Expulsion of Migrants: Some
Asian Examples
Mr. William Gois

Migrant Forum in Asia

Economic Globalization – Yet to Deliver!

I

n this age of globalization, most countries
of the world in varying degrees are engaged
in processes of substantial economic reform.
These include the adoption of market economies,
trade liberalization, privatization, new rules
of international investment and new labour
regimes, as well as new forms of international
cooperation and trade agreements.
Ruben Ricupero, Secretary-General of
UNCTAD, has said that “international migration
is the missing link between globalization and
development.” At the 92nd Session (June
2004) of the International Labour Conference,
the ILO Director General Mr. Juan Somavia, in
relation to the report on the World Commission
on the Social Dimension of Globalization
stated that, “if you look at the global economy
from the perspective of people, its biggest
structural failure is the inability to create
enough jobs where people live.” The World
Confederation of Labour in its preparatory
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document for the 92nd ILC reported that
“Migration is indeed the direct consequence
of financial and commercial policies and of
structural adjustment programmes in many
countries, which have resulted in privatization,
unemployment and poverty. Thus, migration
has become a structural component of the
global economy.”
The importance of migration to development
is evident in the fact that it has now become a
part of the agenda of multi-lateral institutions
such as the World Bank. The US $100 billion
sent home every year by migrant workers is
a larger sum than all overseas development
assistance, and is second only to the value
of global petroleum exports in international
commodity trade.
At the international level while there
has been some GDP growth the ILO Global
Employment Trend report of January 2004
warns that there had been no overall growth in
employment in 2003. This is a grim prospect
if we are to believe that the MDG goal of
halving poverty in the world is to be achieved
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by the year 2015.
How well GDP growth will translate into
employment growth is the challenge most
developing countries will have to face up to if
migration is not going to be the only option of
its citizens who seek to improve their lives.
At the global and regional level there are
powerful market pressures that are the driving
factors of migration. There is a continuing
demand in host countries for cheap, low-skilled
labour in the agricultural, food processing,
construction, domestic help, labour-intensive
manufacturing, home health care, and other
sectors, often involving the 3D dimension
(dirty, dangerous, and degrading) of the
work environment. From a sending country
perspective this aspect of globalization is cited
for the increasing ‘crisis of security’ in the loss
or disappearance of traditional industry, loss
of agricultural competitiveness, elimination
of jobs and subsidies by structural adjustment
programmes, which results in increased
poverty and the need to migrate in the hope of
securing ‘better’ employment prospects.
However in order to ensure that economic
activity remains competitive in global markets
requires that the labour supply be cheap and
docile. Migrant workers are therefore targeted
to fill that profile. Their vulnerable situation,
especially those who are undocumented soon
find themselves in exploitative conditions and
very soon the myth of migrating for work to
greener pastures evaporates.
According to ILO estimates of the 175
million people living outside their country
of origin around 86 million are economically
active. 25 million of these are to be found in
the Asia and the Middle East region. Women
now constitute 49% of migrants worldwide
and more than 50% in Asia, Europe, Latin
America, North America, and Oceania.
The phenomenon of migration, particularly
its downside, will continue to increase as
long as the labour imbalances in a globalized
market economy continue to exist and are not
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addressed through the creation of regular and
transparent mechanisms that facilitate the flow
of labour, and policies that addresses the push
factors in sending countries.
Another significant factor that calls for further
research and substantiation is that there is an
increasing amount of evidence that the absorption
of foreign labour is associated with growth of the
informal economy in many countries.
In its second annual report on world
labour markets ‘Global Employment Trends
2004’ the ILO noted that ‘parallel to the
deteriorating employment situation, the size
of the informal economy increased in the
developing regions with low GDP growth
rates. Workers in the informal economy carry
a high risk of becoming working poor. This
is especially true in economies with a lack of
extensive unemployment insurance systems
or other forms of social protection.’
On the 1st of May 2004, 10 new states
joined the EU. However, France, Germany,
Italy, and Austria all placed restrictions on
labour movement for citizens of the new EU
members which may last until 2011. Denmark,
the Netherlands, Greece, and Sweden had
originally intended to allow free movement of
labour, but later introduced restrictions. The
question here is will it be any different in this
region where we have at least 3 major regional
groupings, the ASEAN, SAARC, APEC, and
now the Greater Mekong Sub-region?
In September 2002 the Asian Development
Bank came out with an overview of the
Economic Cooperation in the Greater
Mekong Subregion. This subregion comprises
approximately 250 million people with an
overall GDP of about US $190 billion. It is
now the hottest subregion for international
investors and for highlighting the success of
economic reforms. The GMS development
programme began in 1992 concentrating on
infrastructure and energy projects. It has since
expanded to human resource development,
tourism, the environment, investment and
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trade. US $ 58 million alone has been inducted
into the GMS programme by the ADB in the
form of technical assistance since 1992. The
loan portfolio would run in the billions.
Over the past decade or more, much of the
Mekong Sub-region has been experiencing a
double transition: from subsistence farming
to more diversified economies, and from
command economies to more open marketbased economies. This double transition,
spurred by foreign direct investment and
donor assistance, has led to rapid expansion
of commercial relations among the six
Mekong countries. Peace in the subregion
has encouraged the process of economic
integration including cross-border trade,
investment, and labour mobility.
According to the ILO Global Employment
Trends report the Mekong economies,
particularly Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Viet
Nam, has outperformed the rest of the South
East Asian region in economic growth since
2001. World Bank data indicates that 8
million people were lifted out of US $ 1 a day
poverty in Viet Nam between 1993 and 2003.
39.9 percent of its population lived below
the poverty line in 1993, but only 12 percent
did so in 2003. However despite ten years of
successful employment growth and poverty
reduction in urban areas, success in rural
areas has been far less impressive. To reduce
poverty further, rural areas cannot and must
not be ignored.
Despite the economic activity being
generated in the subregion the trickle down
effect has yet to reach those who cross borders
within the subregion and / or outside of it. Our
coming here together today bears this out and
looks at the atrocities that are a fallout of the
current economic policy that drives the global
economy.
The Security Dimension – Get out, Stay
out, and Come Back When We Need You.
From 1970 to 1990 the number of
countries employing foreign labour had
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more than doubled from 42 to 90. More and
more governments are recognizing the need
to establish, modernize and improve their
laws, policies, practices and administrative
structures for ensuring orderly migration.”
Despite the market driven nature of the
migration phenomenon however current
experience of migrants reveals that immigration
restrictions in many situations have inhibited
regular labour migration to meet measurable
labour demands. Increased migration control
and restrictions contributes to making
circumventing restrictions a lucrative field
of activity in respond to market pressures,
thereby making trafficking and smuggling of
migrant labour very profitable.
The competitiveness of the global economy
driven by market pressures has also revealed
the benign tolerance by some states of the poor
working conditions and the irregular situation
of migrant workers. Crackdown and mass
deportations in these countries occur only
when a political advantage is to be gained or
in response to a clamour of misguided natives
who construe the myth of migrant workers
taking their jobs when in fact these might be
the very same jobs that they disdain.
“Competition for capital also requires
reducing state expenditure and thus taxes –
especially in periods of economic stagnation.
Making this cheap labour supply expendable
and removable when not needed by denying
legal status effectively reduces costs for the
state and for private social welfare.”
The phenomenon of labour migration
becomes even more complex when states
rush to put in control measures to ‘manage
migration’ from a perspective that tries
to respond to the issue of trafficking and
smuggling. On the other hand however, the
fear of deportation as an irregular migrant, or
of reprisals from traffickers, makes it difficult
to get a testimony from the victim for a
trafficking case to be substantiated.
The concern to address the issue of national
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security in relation to migration must begin
with adequate measures to arrest the growth of
irregular migration through a joint approach
and close collaboration between states of
origin and destination. At the macro level
policies need to based on an understanding of
the multi-faceted nature of migration within
and between developing countries, while
recognizing at the micro level that migrants
are people trying to improve their lives.
In an increasing number of states the
responsibility for managing migration is
gradually being shifted from labour ministries
to interior or home affair ministries, thus
transforming the context for policy elaboration
and implementation from that of labour
market regulation to that of policing and
national security. I believe this is the case
with Thailand as well.
Health as an issue of national security is
also beginning to play out in the migration
phenomenon. This was evident in the measures
taken by many host countries in the East and
South East Asian region during the outbreak of
SARS. “Given that SARS appeared to spread
principally through droplet transmission
and face-to-face interaction, the worstaffected industries were the service industries
(tourism, restaurants and hotels, retail sales,
business travel and transportation) with faceto-face interaction between service providers
and customers. Many migrant workers found
their jobs at risk, contracts terminated, and
exploited given the stay in conditions and
measures, that were adopted by employers in
the domestic work sector.
Similar links have been drawn with Bird
Flu, and HIV / AIDS and mobility, thus further
serving to fuel discriminatory and xenophobic
practice against migrants, leading to stereo
typing and social exclusion in both home and
host countries.
Another security issue that has been blown
out of proportion is the Bush framework of
fighting terrorism. “A global architecture of
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repressive laws has created a system which:
l

l

l

l

aligns legislation in major regions of the
world to the perceived security agenda of
the US unilateralism.
Undermines universal standards of civil,
political activism
Criminalizes communities by labeling them
terrorist
Intensifies all forms of racism and
discrimination against migrants and
refugees.”

Ever since September 11 we have seen
a continuous onslaught on the UN human
rights system, and all the gains of civil society
through years of struggle have practically been
withdrawn in the name of national and global
security. In Asia many leaders have revamped
their national security laws to repress political
dissidents and silence opponents while at the
same time being in favor with the US coalition
against terrorism.
Fundamental to the new global security
regime is United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1373 (UNSCR 1373). Passed on
30 September 2001, UNSCR 1373 effectively
establishes UN jurisdiction over national
security laws. It imposes, for the first time an
obligation on states to take a broad range of
measures to prevent suppress the financing
of terrorists acts, to assist one another in
related criminal investigations and to enhance
the coordination of efforts, nationally and
internationally, to strengthen the global
response over threats to international security.
In practice, measures such as the UN Security
Resolution 1373 undermine the existing
international human rights framework, the
only internationally established instrument
for the protection of individual rights in the
face of state repression.
In this context it would be interesting to see
how money laundering laws will play off against
the need for remittances of migrant workers to
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pass through formal channels when a sizable
bulk of it flows through informal channels, and
a considerable amount of it coming from the
earnings of undocumented workers.
Some Situations of How the Economic and
Security Dimension Plays Out
At the Regional Hearing for Asia and the Pacific
of the Global Commission on Migration,
the Deputy Director General of Multilateral
Cooperation Department, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Japan, Mr Shigeki Sumi, while
recognizing the need for ‘foreigners’ in Japan
who currently constitute around 1.5 % of its
total population, cautioned that the other side
of the coin is that “more and serious crimes
have been committed by foreigners in Japan
and perceived as one of the serious social
problems due to much attention by the mass
media. The Japanese government has set a
target of 5 years to halve illegal immigrants,
and has proceeded to strengthen control and
revision of related legislations. Furthermore,
in collaboration with countries concerned,
the Japanese government has set to work with
smooth deportation.”
The Malaysian Government plans to deport
around 600,000 irregular Indonesian workers
in the oil plantations and construction sites in
Malaysia. Unlike in the 1980’s and 1990’s the
number of infrastructure development projects
in Malaysia that require unskilled labour has
been gradually declining. Maltreatment of
irregular workers who have been arrested and
deported by the Malaysian police are being
regularly reported, while many of the irregular
migrant workers have not been paid for months
for their work at the oil plantations. Caning
is meted out for several crimes in Malaysia
and was introduced for irregular immigrants
in August 2002 after a crackdown which saw
nearly a million people repatriated during a fourmonth amnesty period. There is an estimated
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1.2 million irregular immigrants in Malaysia
mostly from Indonesia and the Philippines.
Under the new laws, illegal immigrants and
those who harbour or employ them face fines
of up to RM 10,000 per offence, a jail sentence
of up to 5 years, or both with whipping. Local
prisons are now overcrowded with foreigners
who constitute around 40 % of the prison
population. The largest numbers of foreigners
in prisons are the Indonesians, followed by
Burmese / Myanmar nationals, followed by the
Filipinos, Thais and Indians.
According to a report in the Irrawaddy
August 17th issue, Migrant workers in Thailand
are working more overtime for less pay, despite
the Thai government’s recent efforts to grant
them legal status.
The Employment Permit System introduced
by law in Korea last August while according
migrant workers the same rights as locals
exists together with the trainee system, where
migrant workers would still be brought into
the country as cheap form of labour, without
enjoying labour rights and easily prone to find
themselves in exploitative situations . If this
scenario continues to exist we might see the
development of an official migrant labour force
and a reserve migrant labour force which can
be quickly repatriated when market conditions
are not favorable.
In Conclusion the global scenario then
is one of market forces driving demand in
an environment of instability and confusion.
Migrant workers will continue to find
themselves in vulnerable and exploitative
situations, where crackdowns, arrests,
deportations, restrictions on mobility,
xenophobia and racism become the order of
the day. The gains of the past decades in the
struggle for the upholding of the rights and
dignity of every human being must find new
energy, inspiration, and courage in order to
roll back the current world order and to believe
that another world is possible, and that we are
in the process of shaping it.
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Appendix 8

Providing Sustainable Health Care
Mr. Sutat Kongkhuntod

Ministry of Public Health, Thailand
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Appendix 9

Health Issues Faced by Migrants
on Return
Ms. Chou Bun Eng

Cambodian Women for Peace and Development
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Appendix 10

Health Concerns, Needs & Services
for Migrants: Strategies and
Partnerships
Mr. Greg Irving

International Organization for Migration
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Appendix 11

Screening for Trafficking Victims
Mr. Phil Robertson

United Nations Inter-Agency Project on Human Trafficking
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Appendix 12

Repatriation Procedure and Services
Provided for Deported Laotian
Migrants
Mr. Khamsing Phommany

Chief of Children Assistance Section, Department of Social Welfare, Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, Lao PDR
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Appendix 13

Voluntary Return of Migrants:
An Alternative to Prevent Arrest,
Detention and Deportation
Mr. Hans Beckers

International Organization for Migration
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Appendix 14

Returnee Reintegration:
Regional Strategy
Dr. Lee-Nah Hsu

Manager UNDP-SEAHIV
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Appendix 15

Reintegration of Returning Migrants
Chaw Chaw Ohnmar

World Vision- Myanmar, Anti-Trafficking Program
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Appendix 16

Reintegration of Returning Women
and Girls in the Lao PDR
Ms. Ninpaseuth Xayaphonesy
Lao Women’s Union
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Organizational Charge
National Congress
Central Executive Committee
Presidium
Provincial LWU

Center Level
Departments

Line Ministries LWU

District Level LWU

Cabinet

Different Department

Village Level LWU

Development & International Relations

LWU in different sectors

Women’s Rights
Culture and Media
Training and Women’s Studies
Training Center
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Appendix 17

Social and Economic Situation of
Returning Migrants
Mr. Mok Kanel

Deputy Governor of Prey Veng Province, Cambodia
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Appendix 18

Migrant Savings and Alternative
Investments
Mr. Rex Varona

Asian Migrant Centre, Hong Kong
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RECEIVING COUNTRY

Coordination,
training

Formal auditing,
supervision
(with MOA)

Financial intermediation
Government assistance (legal, financial,
policy, infrastructure)
l Research and development
l Technical assistance/training
l Enterprise development support
l Housing and other needs
l

l

Slide 15

Full and legal
accountability
(e.g. MOU/Agreement)

e.g. Philippines: BBHK shop,
Passi store, Bohol project

ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENTS (AI)

SENDING COUNTRY

Reintegration Partner/s
e.g. Unlad
(Philippines)

TECHNICAL/SPECIALIZED ASSISTANCE

e.g. Hong Kong: BBHK,
Fam dev, DAMA, etc.

RECEIVING &
SAVINGS GROUPS (RSG)

Reintegration Partner/s
e.g. CMR, AMC, DPCF
(Hong Kong)

Reintegration Partner
(AMC)

REGIONAL

PARTNERSHIP RELATIONS: AMC REINTEGRATION PROGRAMME (APRIL 2000)
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